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UNITARILY INVARIANT NORMS AND TENSOR PRODUCTS 
OF MAXIMAL INJECTIVE VON NEUMANN SUBALGEBRAS 
by 
Junsheng Fang 
University of New Hampshire, May, 2008 
This dissertation consists of four contributions to the study of von Neumann algebras. In 
the first part, we set up a representation theorem for unitarily invariant norms on finite factor 
von Neumann algebras. In the second part, we set up a representation theorem for unitarily 
invariant norms related to infinite factor von Neumann algebras. In the third part, we introduce 
a notion of completely singular von Neumann subalgebras and characterize the class of com-
pletely singular von Neumann subalgebras. In the fourth part, we study a longstanding open 
question on the tensor products of maximal injective von Neumann subalgebras. 
The first part of the dissertation is joint work with Don Hadwin, Eric Nordgren and Junhao 
Shen. The second part of the dissertation is joint work with Don Hadwin. This dissertation is 
partially supported by a University of New Hampshire dissertation fellowship. 
vni 
INTRODUCTION 
F. J. Murray and J. von Neumann [22, 23, 24, 44, 45, 46] introduced and studied certain alge-
bras of Hilbert space operators. Those algebras are now called von Neumann Algebras. They 
are strong-operator closed self-adjoint subalgebras of the algebra of all bounded linear trans-
formations on a Hilbert space. Factors are von Neumann algebras whose centers consist of 
scalar multiples of the identity operator. Every von Neumann algebra is a direct sum (or "direct 
integral") of factors. Thus factors are the building blocks for general von Neumann algebras. 
Murray and von Neumann [22] classified factors into type I„, Lo, Hi, ILo, III factors. Type 
L, and L, factors are full matrix algebras: M„(C) and 3S(Jtf). Type I„ and II] factors are 
called finite factors. There is a unique faithful normal tracial state on a finite factor. Type IIi 
factors are infinite-dimensional finite factors. They are "continuous" matrix algebras. Factors 
except type III factors are called semi-finite factors. So type \n factors, L, factors, IIi factors, 
IIoo factors are semi-finite factors. A semi-finite factor admits a faithful normal tracial weight. 
Examples of semi-finite factors and type III factors arise from group representation theory and 
ergodic theory. 
This dissertation consists of four contributions to the study of factors and von Neumann 
algebras. In the first part, we set up a representation theorem for unitarily invariant norms on 
finite factors. In the second part, we set up a representation theorem for unitarily invariant 
norms related to infinite factors. In the third part, we introduce a notion of completely singular 
von Neumann subalgebras and characterize the class of completely singular von Neumann 
subalgebras. In the fourth part, we study a longstanding open question on the tensor product of 
maximal injective von Neumann subalgebras. 
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PART I 





The unitarily invariant norms were introduced by von Neumann [44] for the purpose of metriz-
ing matrix spaces. Von Neumann, together with his associates, established that the class of 
unitarily invariant norms of n x n complex matrices coincides with the class of symmetric 
gauge functions of their ^-numbers. These norms have now been variously generalized and 
utilized in several contexts. For example, Schatten [32, 33] denned norms on two-sided ideals 
of completely continuous operators on an arbitrary Hilbert space; Ky Fan [9] studied Ky Fan 
norms and obtained his dominance theorem. The unitarily invariant norms play a crucial role 
in the study of function spaces and group representations (see e.g. [19]) and in obtaining cer-
tain bounds of importance in quantum field theory (see [36]). For historical perspectives and 
surveys of unitarily invariant norms, see Schatten [32, 33], Hewitt and Ross [16], Gohberg and 
Krein [13] and Simon [36]. 
The theory of non-commutative //-spaces has been developed beginning with pioneer work 
of Segal, Dixmier, and Kunze. Since then the theory has been extensively studied, extended and 
applied by Nelson, Haagerup, Fack, Kosaki, Junge, Xu, and many others. The recent survey 
by Pisier and Xu [29] presents a rather complete picture on noncommutative integration and 
contains a lot of references. This theory is still a very active subject of investigation. Some 
tools in the study of the usual commutative //-spaces still work in the noncommutative setting. 
However, most of the time, new techniques must be invented. To illustrate the difficulties one 
may encounter in studying the noncommutative //-spaces, we mention here one basic well-
known fact. Let 3ft? be a complex Hilbert space, and let <^(Jf) denote the algebra of all 
bounded linear operators on 3ft?. The basic fact states that the usual triangle inequality for the 
absolute values of complex numbers is no longer valid for the absolute values of operators, 
namely, in general, we do not have \S+ T\ < \S\ + \T\ for S, T £ £8(3^), where \S\ = (S*S)1/2 
3 
is the absolute value of S. Despite such difficulties, by now the strong parallelism between 
noncommutative and classical Lebesgue integration is well-known. 
Motivated by von Neumann's theorem and the analogies between noncommutative and 
classical //-spaces, in this Part, we will set up a structure theorem for unitarily invariant norms 
on finite factors. For interesting applications of the representation theorem, we refer to [7]. 
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CHAPTER 2 
s-NUMBERS OF OPERATORS IN FINITE VON 
NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 
2.1 Nonincreasing rearrangements of functions 
Let I be [0,1] or [0,°°), and m be the Lebesgue measure on I. In the following, a measurable 
function and a measurable set mean a Lebesgue measurable function and a Lebesgue measur-
able set. For two measurable sets A and B,A — B means m((A \B)l) (B\A)) = 0. Let f(x) be 
a real measurable function on I. The nonincreasing rearrangement function, ,f{x), of f(x) is 
denned by 
f(x) = s\ip{y:m({f>y})>x}, x € I. (2.1.1) 
We summarize some well-known properties off* (x) in the following proposition. In this Part, 
we will be interested in the case that I = [0,1]. 
Proposition 2.1. Let f{x),g(x),f\ {x),fi{x),- • • be real measurable functions on I, c be a real 
number. Then we have the following: 
1. f*(x) is a nonincreasing, right-continuous function on I; 
2. (f+cy=f + c; 
3. (cf)*=cf*ifc>0; 
4. if fix) is a simple function, then f*(x) is also a simple function; 
5. if f{x) < g(x) for almost all x, then f* (x) < g* (x) everywhere; 
6- \\r(x)-g*(x)\\~<\\f(x)-g(x)\\~; 
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7. //lim„_^oo/n(x) = f(x) uniformly on I, then \\mn^aaf^(x) = f*(x) uniformly on I; 
5. iffn{x) converges to f(x) in measure, then liminf„^ooy^(x) > f*(x)for everyx 6 I; 
9. iffnix) converges to fix) in measure, then lirasup„^co/^(x) < fix) for every x € I such 
that f* is continuous at x; 
10. f(x) and f*(x) are equi-measurable, i.e,for any real numbery, m({f > y}) — m({f* > 
y}); 
11. f* =g* if and only f(x) and g(x) are equi-measurable; 
12. if fix) andgix) are bounded functions and Jlfn(x)dx = Jlg"(x)dxforall n = 0,1,2, • •• , 
thenf(x)=g*(x); 
13. Jif(x)dx = Jif*(x)dx when either integral is well-defined. 
2.2 Invertible measure-preserving transformations on [0,1] 
Let 0 = {<j>: (p (x) is an invertible measure-preserving transformation on [0,1]}. It is well known 
that 0 acts on [0,1] ergodically (see [10] page 3-4, for instance), i.e., for a measurable subset 
A of [0,1], <j)(A) = A for all 0 e 0 implies that m(A) = 0 or m(A) = 1. 
Lemma 2.2. Let A,B be two measurable subsets of[0,1] such that m(A) = m(B). Then there 
is a </> e 0 such that 0(A) = B. 
Proof. We can assume that m(A) — m(B) > 0. Since 0 acts ergodically on [0,1], there is a 
0£0suchtha tm(0(y l )n5)>O. LetSi = (j)(A)DB and^i -0-\Bi).Thenm(Ai) = m(B\) 
and (j>(A\) =B\. By Zorn's lemma and maximality arguments, we prove the lemma. D 
Corollary 2.3. Let A\, • • • ,A„ andB\, • • • ,Bn be disjoint measurable subsets of[0,1] such that 
m(Aji) — m(Bji)for 1 < k < n. Then there is a 0 6 0 such that ty(Ak) — B^for 1 < k < n. 
Proof. We can assume that A\ U • • • L)An = B\ U • • • L)Bn = [0,1]. By Lemma 2.2, there is a 
^ e S such that 0k(Au) — B^, l < k < n. Define <p(x) — <j>k(x) for x e ^/(. Then 0 e 0 and 
0 (4 t )=5*fo r l< j f c<« . D 
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For f(x) E L°°[0,1], define x{f) = JQ f(x)dx. The following theorem is a version of the 
Dixmier's averaging theorem (see [3] or [21]) and it has a similar proof. 
Theorem 2.4. Let f(x) € L°°[0,1] be a real function. Then x(f) Z'S /« //*e L°°—norm closure of 
the convex hull of{fo 0(x) : <j> £ ©}. 
We end this subsection with the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5. Let <j)(x) be an invertible measure-preserving transformation on [0,1] and 
let 6(f) = fo<j>. Then G is a ^--automorphism o/L°°[0,1] preserving x. Conversely, if 9 
is a ^-automorphism ofL°°[0,1] preserving X, then there is an invertible measure-preserving 
transformation on [0,1] such that 
0(f)=f°t> 
forallf(x)€L°°[0,l]. 
Proof. The first part of the proposition is easy to see. Suppose d is a *-automorphism of 
L°°[0,1], Let (j>(x) = 0(f)(x), where f(x) = x. Then it is easy to see the second part of the 
proposition. D 
2.3 s-numbers of operators in type IIj factors 
In [8], Fack and Kosaki give a complete exposition of generalized ^-numbers of T—measurable 
operators affiliated with semi-finite von Neumann algebras. For the reader's convenience and 
our purpose, we provide sufficient details on s-numbers of bounded operators in finite von 
Neumann algebras in the following. We will define s-numbers of bounded operators in finite 
von Neumann algebras from the point of view of non-increasing rearrangement of functions. 
The following lemma is well-known. The proof is an easy exercise. 
Lemma 2.6. Let (srf, T) be a separable {i.e., with separablepredual) diffuse abelian von Neu-
mann algebra with a faithful normal trace X on srf, Then there is a ^--isomorphism a from 
(•g/,T) onto (L°°[0, 1],/Q dx) such that x — J0 dxocc. 
Let J£ be a type IIj factor and x be the unique trace on Ji. For T e Jt, there is a separable 
diffuse abelian von Neumann subalgebra #/ of ^ containing \T\. By Lemma 2.6, there is a 
7 
*-isomorphism a from s/ onto L°°[0,1] such that x = /J dxoa. Let /(x) = Qt(|r|) and f*(x) 
be the non-increasing rearrangement of f(x) (see (2.1.1)). Then the s-numbers ofT, fis(T), are 
defined as 
Hs(T)=f(s),0<s<L 
Lemma 2.7. HS(T) does not depend on srf and a. 
Proof. Let srf\ be another separable diffuse abelian von Neumann subalgebra of ^  containing 
\T\ and /3 be a ^-isomorphism from (fi/\,x) onto (L°°[0, l ] , / 0 dx) such that x — /0 dxoj3. Let 
g(x) = j3(|r|). For every number n = 0,1,2, — , fof(x)dx = x(\T\n) = J 0 V W ^ . Since 
both f(x) and g(x) are bounded positive functions, by 12 of Proposition 2 .1 , /* (x) — g* (x) for 
allxG [0,1]. • 
Corollary 2.8. ForT eJZ andp > 0, x(\T\P) = J0! ns(T)Pds. 
Let tP'(^) be the set of projections in ^ . The following lemma says that the above 
definition of s-numbers coincides with the definition of s-numbers given by Fack and Kosaki. 
Lemma 2.9. For 0 < s < 1, 
HS{T) = inf{||r£|| : E € &{Jl\ x(Ex)=s}. 
Proof. By the polar decomposition and the definition of HS(T), we may assume that T is posi-
tive. Let srf be a separable diffuse abelian von Neumann subalgebra of JM containing T and a 
be a *-isomorphism from (srf ,x) onto (L°°[Q, l ] , / 0 c/x) such that T = /0 dxoa. Letf(x) = a(T) 
and/*(x) be the non-increasing rearrangement of/(x). Then^(T) = /*( j ) . By the definition 
o f / \ 
m({/* > /x5(r)}) = Jim m (If > &(T) + l-> 1 < s 
and 
m({f > ^(7)}) > Jim
 m (7/* > /^(r) - H I > 5. 
Since/* and/are equi-measurable, m({f> iu.s(T)}) < s md m({f > ns(T)}) >s. Therefore, 
there is a measurable subset ^ of [0,1], {/ > ^ ( r ) } c [0,1] \ ^ C {/ > fJ.s(T)}, such that 
m([0,1] \A) = s and | | /W^(* ) | | » = Vk(T) and | | /(x)^(x)| |M > /ls(T) for all 5 C [0,1] \ ^ 
such that m(B) > 0. LetF = cr'Gfo)- Then T ( F X ) = s, | | rF | | = \\a~l (JXA)\\-= l*s{T) an& 
\\TF'\\ > jUj(r) for all nonzero subprojections F ' of Fx. This proves that ju.s(r) > inf{||7"£'|| : 
E G ^ ( ^ # ) , T(£'-L) = s}. Similarly, for every £ > 0, there is a projection Fe E JZ such that 
x(F^-) = s + e, ||r.Fe|| = juJ+e(r) and \\TF'\\ > fXs+e(T) for all nonzero subprojections F' of 
F^. Suppose £ G ^ is a projection such that x{EL) = 5. Then T ( £ A f / ) = T ( £ ) + T(F £ 1) -
T^VFg1) - l + e - T ^ V F 1 ) > e > 0. Hence, \\TE\\ > \\T(EAF^-)\\ > Hs+e(T). This 
proves that inf{||r£'|| : E G £?(^), x(E1) = s} > ns+e(T). Since IXS(T) is right-continuous, 
lis(T)<M{\\TE\\ :E€&(^),x(E1-)=s}. • 
Corollary 2.10. LetS,T G ^ . 77ie« /^(ST) < ||S||;Us(:r)/or.s G [0,1]. 
We refer to [5, 8] for other interesting properties of ^-numbers of operators in type II i 
factors. 
2.4 s-numbers of operators in finite von Neumann algebras 
Throughout the Part I, a finite von Neumann algebra {J£,x) means a finite von Neumann 
algebra jj£ with a faithful normal tracial state x. An embedding of a finite von Neumann algebra 
{JC, x) into another finite von Neumann algebra {M\, T\) means a ^-isomorphism a from J{ 
to M\ such that x = X\ o a. Let („Sf (^2), "O be the free group factor with the faithful normal 
trace T'. Then the reduced free product von Neumann algebra Jt\ = (J£, r) * {££(J^), ?') is a 
type Hi factor with a (unique) faithful normal trace X\ such that the restriction of X\ to Jt is T 
(see Lemma 4.8 of [47] for instance). So every finite von Neumann algebra can be embedded 
into a type II1 factor. 
Definition 2.11. Let ( ^ , T) be a finite von Neumann algebra and T G ^K. If a is an embed-
ding of (Ji(, x) into a type Hi factor {y$\ ,X\), then the s-numbers off are defined as 
Hs(T) = Lis(ct(T)), J €[0,1]. 
Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.7, we can see that /J.S(T) is well defined, i.e., does not 
depend on the choice of a and Jt\. 
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Let T € (M„(C),T„), where xn is the normalized trace on M„(C). Then |T| is unitarily 
equivalent to a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements s\ (T) >•••> sn(T) > 0. In the classical 
matrices theory [1, 13], s\ (T),- • • ,s„(T) are also called ^-numbers of T. It is easy to see that 
the relation between /J-S(T) and s\ (T), • • • ,sn(T) is the following: 
M,(r) = si(T)x[0,\/„)(s) +S2{T)X{i/n,2/n){s) + • • '+s„(T)X[„-i/„,i](s). (2.4.1) 
Since no confusion will arise, we will use both .s-numbers for matrices in M„(C). We refer 
to [1, 13] for other interesting properties of s-numbers of matrices. 
We end this section by the following definition. 
Definition 2.12. Positive operators S and T in a finite von Neumann algebra {J(, x) are equi-
measurable if IXS(S) — }XS(T) for 0 < s < 1. 
By 12 of Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.8, positive operators S and T in a finite von Neu-
mann algebra (./#, T) are equi-measurable if and only if T(5") = t{Tn) for all n = 0,1,2, • • •. 
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CHAPTER 3 
TRACIAL GAUGE SEMI-NORMS 
3.1 Gauge semi-norms 
Definition 3.1. Let (J%, x) be a finite von Neumann algebra. A semi-norm ||| • ||| on M is 
called gauge invariant if for every T e Jt', 
Lemma 3.2. Let ( ^ , T) be a finite von Neumann algebra and let \\\ • \\\ be a semi-norm on ^ . 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
1. HI • HI is gauge invariant; 
2. HI • HI is left unitarily invariant, i.e., for every unitary operator U € jtft and operator 
T z.jz, |||c/r||| = mriii; 
3. for operators A, Te Ji, \AT\ < \\A\\ • \\\T\\\. 
Proof. "3 => 2" and "2 => 1" are easy to see. We only prove "1 =*• 3". We need to prove that 
if \\A\\ < 1, then |||^r||| < |j|r|||. Since \\A\\ < 1, there are unitary operators U\,--- Mk such 
that ,4 - Ui+^k
 ( s e e [20> 3 0 ] ) . s i n c e \UxT\ = ... = \UkT\ = \Tl |pr||| = | | |^r±_±M:||| < 
||H/ir|||+-+|||t/tr||| < |||r|||_ D 
Definition 3.3. A normalized semi-norm on a finite von Neumann algebra ( ^ # , T ) is a semi-
norm HI • HI such that |||1 HI = 1. 
By Lemma 3.2, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.4. Let (^, T) be a finite von Neumann algebra and ||| • j|| be a normalized gauge 
semi-norm on ^#. Then for every T E ^ , 
|||r|||< ||r||. 
n 
A simple operator in a finite von Neumann algebra (^#, x) is an operator T = a\E\ H h 
a„is„, where £1 ,-•• ,E„ are projections in ^# such that £"H (- £„ = 1. 
Corollary 3.5. Let {^, x) be a finite von Neumann algebra, and let ||| • |||i, ||| • |||2 be two gauge 
invariant semi-norms on ^ . Then |||-|||i = ||| • |||2 on M «/|||r|||i = \T\i for all positive simple 
operators T 6 ^ , 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume ||| 1 ||j 1 = ||| 11||2 = 1. Let T € J£ be a positive operator. 
By the spectral decomposition theorem, there is a sequence of positive simple operators TnEJ% 
such that lim,,^* ||T — Tn\\ — 0. By Corollary 3.4, lim„_K»|||r — 7J,|||i = lim„_^o|||r- r„|||2 = 0. 
By the assumption of the corollary, |||r„|||i = |||r„|||2. Hence, |||r|||i = |||r|||2. Since both ||| • |||| 
and HI • |||2 are gauge invariant, ||| • |||! = ||| • |||2. D 
3.2 Tracial gauge semi-norms 
Definition 3.6. Let {Jt, x) be a finite von Neumann algebra. A semi-norm ||| • ||| on M is called 
tracial if HI^HI — |||r||| for every two equi-measurable positive operators S, T in Jt. A semi-
norm HI • HI on M is called a tracial gauge semi-norm if it is both tracial and gauge invariant. 
Note that for a positive operator T in a finite von Neumann algebra (^#, T), 
| |r| | = iim(T(r"))». 
Therefore, the operator norm || • || is a tracial gauge norm on (J%,x). Another less obvious 
example of a tracial gauge norm on (^#,r) is the non-commutative Lx -norm: | |r | | i = T(|!T|) = 
JQ ixs{T)ds. The less obvious part is to show that || • ||i satisfies the triangle inequality. The 
following lemma overcomes this difficulty. 
Lemma 3.7. ||^||i = sup{|T(t//4)| : U E W(Jft)}, where°^{J{) is the set of unitary operators 
in ^t'. 
Proof. By the polar decomposition theorem, there is a unitary operator V € M such that A = 
V\A\. By the Schwartz inequality, \x{UA)\ = \x{UV\A\)\ = \x(UV\A\^2\A\]/2)\ < x(\A\)1/2 • 
x{\A\)1/2 = x(\A\). Hence \\A\\x >sup{\x(UA)\: UeW(^)}. Let U = V*, we obtain \\A\\\ < 
sup{\x(UA)\:U£&{^)}. D 
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Corollary 3.8. \\A+B\\X < \\A\\\ + \\B\\\. 
Lemma 3.9. Let {^, x) be a finite von Neumann algebra and ||| • ||| be a gauge invariant semi-
norm on M. Then |jj • ||| is tracial if\j\S\\ = | |r | | | /br every two equi-measurablepositive simple 
operators S, T in ^ . 
Proof. We can assume that ||| 11|| = 1. LetA,B be two equi-measurable positive operators in M. 
By the spectral decomposition theorem, there are two sequences of positive simple operators 
A„,Bn in M such that A„ and Bn are equi-measurable and l i m ^ ^ \\A —A„\\ = lim„^oo \\B -
B„\\ = 0. By Corollary 3.4, lim„_+oo|p—y4„ HI = lim„_+00|||5 —5„||| = 0 . By the assumption of 
the lemma, p„||j = |||J5„|||. Hence, p | | | = p | | | . D 
3.3 Symmetric gauge semi-norms 
Definition 3.10. Let (^,x) be a finite von Neumann algebra and Aut(^#,t) be the set of 
*-automorphisms on M preserving x. A semi-norm ||| • ||| on M is called symmetric if 
|||e(r)||| = |||r|||, vr G jt, e e Aut(^ ,r). 
A semi-norm ||| • ||| on M is called a symmetric gauge semi-norm if it is both symmetric and 
gauge invariant. 
Example 3.11. Let JC = C" and x(T) = X]+"n+x", where T = (jq, • • • ,x„) G C . Then Aut(^T, x) 
is the set of permutations on {1, • • • ,n}. So a semi-norm ||| • ||| on ^ f is a symmetric gauge semi-
norm if and only if for every (x\, • • • ,xn) G C" and a permutation n on {1, • • • ,«}, 
IIK^i,••• ,*«)IH = I IKN , - - - >l*«l)lll, 
a n d 
III ( * l . - " . J f» i ) l l l = III(%(1), ••• ,*7r(»)) l l l -
Lemma 3.12. Let (^#, T) be a finite von Neumann algebra and \\\ • ||| be a semi-norm on M. If 
HI • HI is tracial gauge invariant, then ||| • ||| is symmetric gauge invariant. 
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Proof. Let 9 G Aut(^ ,T) and T ^J{. We need to prove that \\\0(T)\\\ = \\\T\\\. Since \0(T)\ = 
0(\T\) and ||| • ||| is gauge invariant, we can assume that T is positive. Since 9 G A u t ( ^ , r ) , T 
and 9(T) are equi-measurable. Hence, |||r||| = |||0(r)|||. D 
Example 3.13. Let JC = C © M2(C) and t(a © 5) = § + ^ , where T2 is the normalized 
trace on Mz(C). Define |||a©5||| = \a\/2 + T2(|5|). Then ||| • ||| is a symmetric gauge norm but 
not a tracial gauge norm. Note that 1 © 0 and 0 © 1 are equi-measurable, but 1/2 = ||| 1 © 0||| ^ 
|||oei||| = i. 
Aut(^#, T) acts on JC ergodically if 9(T) = T for all 9 G Aut(^#, T) implies T = X1. 
Lemma 3.14. Le? (^#, T) 6e a finite von Neumann algebra and ||j • ||| £e a semi-norm on M. If 
Aut(^#, T) acte on jtft ergodically, then the following are equivalent: 
1. HI • I is a tracial gauge semi-norm; 
2. J!) • HI is a symmetric gauge semi-norm. 
Proof. "1 => 2" by Lemma 3.12. We need to prove "2 =$> 1". By Corollary 3.5, we need to 
prove IH^ IJI = |||r||| for two equi-measurable simple operators S, T in ^6'. Similar to the proof 
of Corollary 2.3, there is a 9 G A u t ( ^ , r ) such that S = 9(T). Hence \\\S\\\ = |||r|||. D 
Corollary 3.15. A semi-norm on (L°°[0,1], /0 c/x) or ( C , T) is a tracial gauge norm if and only 
if it is a symmetric gauge norm, where x{(x\ ,••• ,x„)) = JC'+'n+x". 
3.4 Unitarily invariant semi-norms 
Definition 3.16. Let {J(, x) be a von Neumann algebra. A semi-norm ||| • ||| on J£ is unitarily 
invariant if |||C/rK||| = |||r||| for all T G M and unitary operators U, V G ^#. 
Proposition 3.17. Let ||| • ||| be a semi-norm on M. Then the following statements are equiva-
lent: 
1. HI • HI is unitarily invariant; 
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2. I • HI is gauge invariant and unitarily conjugate invariant, i.e., |||C/rC/*||| = |||r|||/or all 
T G ^ and unitary operators U G ^ #; 
3. HI • HI is left-unitarily invariant and |||r||| = |||r*|||ybr every T G ^ # ; 
4. for all operators T,A,B G ^ , p r £ | | | < \\A\\ • \\\T\\\ • ||J5||. 
Proof. "1 => 4" is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2. "4 =» 3", "3 => 2", and "2 => 1" are 
routine. D 
Corollary 3.18. Let (^#, x) be a finite von Neumann algebra and let ||| • ||| be a unitarily invari-
ant semi-norm on jtft. IfO <S<T, then \\\S\\\ < |||r|||. 
Proof. Since 0 < S < T, there is an operator A G JZ such that S = ATA* and p | | < 1. By 
Proposition 3.17, 
||5||| = pr^*|||< Mil-llirm•||i4||<|||r|||. 
• 
For a unitary operator [ / G J ' , let 8(T) = LT£/*. Then 0 G A u t ( ^ , r ) . By Proposi-
tion 3.17, we have the following 
Corollary 3.19. Let (^C,x) be a finite von Neumann algebra and let ||| • ||| be a symmetric, 
gauge invariant semi-norm on M. Then ||| • ||| is a unitarily invariant semi-norm on M'. 
Example 3.20. Let Jt = C", n > 2 and x((xu--- ,*„)) = Xl+,'n+x". Define ||| (*!,••• ,x„)||| = 
\x\\. Then ||| • ||| is a unitarily invariant semi-norm but not a symmetric gauge semi-norm on jj(. 
Lemma 3.21. Let (^C,x) be a finite factor and let ||| • ||| be a semi-norm on M. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
1. HI • HI is a tracial gauge semi-norm; 
2. HI • HI is a symmetric gauge semi-norm; 
3. HI • HI is a unitarily invariant semi-norm. 
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Proof. "1 => 2" by Lemma 3.12 and "2 =^> 3" by Corollary 3.19. We need to prove "3 =» 1". By 
Corollary 3.5, we need to prove \\\S\\\ — \\\T\\\ for two equi-measurable positive simple operators 
S, T € M. Suppose S — a\E\-\ 1-a„E„ and T = ai.Fi H h a«F„, where E\-\ YEn — 1 
and F\-\ \-F„ = 1 and x(E^) — x(F/i) for 1 < & < n. Since M is a factor, there is a unitary 
operator U £ ^ such that F* = I/F*£/* for 1 < A; < n. Therefore, S = UTU* and |||5|ij = 
lll^ lll- o 
3.5 Weak Dixmier property 
Definition 3.22. A finite von Neumann algebra {Ji ,x) satisfies the weak Dixmier property if 
for every positive operator T G Jt, x(T) is in the operator norm closure of the convex hull of 
{S G Jt : S and 7 are equi-measurable}. 
A finite factor ( ^ , T) satisfies the Dixmier property (see [21]): for every operator T G ^#, 
T(T) is in the operator norm closure of the convex hull of {UTU* : t / e ^ ( - # ) } . Hence finite 
factors satisfy the weak Dixmier property. In the following, we will characterize finite von 
Neumann algebras satisfying the weak Dixmier property. 
There is a central projection P in a finite von Neumann algebra {Jl, x) such that PM is 
type I and (1 — P)^£ is type II. A type II von Neumann algebra is diffuse, i.e, there are no 
minimal projections in the von Neumann algebra. Furthermore, there are central projections 
P\, • • • ,P„, • • • in M, such that P\-\ YPn H =P and PnJt = £f„®Mn(C), &?„ is abelian. 
We can decompose srf„ into an atomic part &/£ and a diffuse part srf°, i.e., there is a projection 
Qn in s/n, srf" = Qn^n, such that Qn = E„\ + En2 + •••, E„k is a minimal projection in stf% 
and x{Enk) > 0, and effi = (1 - Q,„)srf„ is diffuse. Let Jta = 2,® #?£ <8> M„(C) and J6C = 
Xe ^n ® Mi(C) © (1 — F)^#. Then ^ = Jla © ^#c. We call Ma the atomic part of ^ and 
^#c the diffuse part of ^#. A finite von Neumann algebra {J%, x) is atomic if ^# — ^ C and is 
diffuse if ^ = ^#c. 
Lemma 3.23. Let (^ ,x) be a finite dimensional von Neumann algebra such that for every 
two non-zero minimal projections E,F G M, x(E) = x(F). Then ( ^ # , T ) satisfies the weak 
Dixmier property. 
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Proof. Since Jt is finite dimensional, Jt = Mk{ (C) © • • • ©Mkr(C). Since r(E) = T(F ) for 
every two non-zero minimal projections E,F E M, (^#, T) can be embedded into (M„(C), T„), 
where n = k\ + \-kr. So we can assume that ( ^ # , T ) is a von Neumann subalgebra of 
(M„(C),z„) such that ^# contains all diagonal matrices a\E\ + • • • + a„E„. Now for every 
positive operator T € M, there is a unitary operator U E M such that UTU* — a\E\ -\ (-
a„£„, a , , - - ,«„ > OandT(r) = sd^hat . Then r ( r ) = S»(a»(')g'+;"+fl»Mg">,
 D 
Lemma 3.24, Let (./#, T) fee a diffuse finite von Neumann algebra. Then {^Z, T) satisfies the 
weak Dixmier property. 
Proof. Let ^/ be a separable diffuse abelian von Neumann subalgebra of ^ . By Lemma 2.6, 
there is a ^-isomorphism a from ( ^ , T ) onto (L°°[0, l ] , / 0 c/x) such that J0 dxo a = r. For 
a positive operator r e ^#, there is an operator S E &# such that a($) — IJ.S{T). Hence 
x(T) = T{S) = JQ ns{T)ds. By Theorem 2.4, for any e > 0, there are S\, • • • ,Sn in gf such 
that S,Si,--- ,S„ are equi-measurable and \\T(S) — Si+'^+s" || < g. Hence ( ^ , T ) satisfies the 
weak Dixmier property. • 
Lemma 3.25. Let (^# ,T) fee o« atomic finite von Neumann algebra with two minimal projec-
tions E and F in M such that T(E) ^ T(F). Then ( ^ , T ) does not satisfy the weak Dixmier 
property. 
Proof. Since (^#, T) is an atomic finite von Neumann algebra, Jl = M^ (C) ffi A42(C) © • • •. 
Let Ejj be minimal projections in M^ such that ££/ / = 1. Without loss of generality, assume 






\ / ( J ) f c + . 
( * ) * ) I N . ^ 2 + ^ 3 
/ l 
If T\ E ^ and r are equi-measurable, then T\ = )A\, where A and ,41 
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are equi-measurable. Hence, if x(T) is in the operator norm closure of the convex hull of 
{S € J&: S and T are equi-measurable}, then x(T) — 1. It is a contradiction. • 
Let ( ^ , T ) be a finite von Neumann algebra and E e J% be a non-zero projection. The 
induced finite von Neumann algebra {^E,^E) is the von Neumann algebra Jt-g = EJiE with 
a faithful normal trace XE{ETE) = - ^ f p - The proof of the following lemma is similar to the 
proof of Lemma 3.25. 
Lemma 3.26. Let {ytit, x) be a finite von Neumann algebra such that ^fa ^ 0 and ^Mc ^ 0. 
Then M does not satisfies the weak Dixmier property. 
Proof. Let P be the central projection such that ^a = P<J£ and ^c = (1 — P)M. Let srf 
be a separable diffuse abelian von Neumann subalgebra of (^Zc,X\-p). By Lemma 2.6, there 
is a positive operator A in *$c such that \is[A) = - ^ with respect to (^c,X\-p). Consider 
T = P+A{\-P). Then 
f 1, 0 < * < T ( P ) ; 
Vs(T) = { 
with respect to (^#, x).lfT\E^C and T are equi-measurable, then T\ — P + A\ such that 4^1 
and A are equi-measurable. Hence, if x(T) is in the operator norm closure of the convex hull 
of {S 6 J{ : 5 and T are equi-measurable}, then x[T) = 1. It is a contradiction. D 
Summarizing Lemma 3.23, 3.24, 3.25, 3.26, we can characterize finite von Neumann alge-
bras satisfying the weak Dixmier property as the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.27. Let (^ ,x) be a finite von Neumann algebra. Then Jf satisfies the weak 
Dixmier property if and only if' ^  satisfies one of the following conditions: 
1. j % is finite dimensional (hence atomic) and for every two non-zero minimal projections 
E,F 6 J&', x(E) — x(F), or equivalently, (^ ,x) can be identified as a von Neumann 
subalgebra of(M„(C),x„) that contains all diagonal matrices; 
2. J% is diffuse. 
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Corollary 3.28. Let (^,x) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier 
property and E G ~# be a non-zero projection. Then {JZE,XE) also satisfies the weak Dixmier 
property. 
The following example shows that we can not replace the weak Dixmier property by the 
following condition: x(T) is in the operator norm closure of the convex hull of {0(T) : 9 E 
Aut(^ ,T)} . 
Example 3.29. ( C © M 2 ( C ) , T ) , x{a®B) = \a+\xi(B), satisfies the weak Dixmier property. 
On the other hand, let T = 1 ©2 <E C ©M2(C). Then for every d e Aut(^ ,T) , 6(T) = T. 
Hence, x(T) is not in the operator norm closure ofthe convex hull of {6(T) : 6 e A u t ( ^ , r ) } . 
3.6 A comparison theorem 
The following theorem is the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.30. Let {J%, x) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier prop-
erty. //HI • HI is a normalized tracial gauge semi-norm on ^ , then for all T e M, 
Vh < |||71||< ||r||. 
In particular, every tracial gauge semi-norm on M is a norm. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.4, |||r||| < ||r| | for every T € M. To prove ||r| |i < |||r|||, we can assume 
T > 0. Let e > 0. Since {Ji, x) satisfies the weak Dixmier property, there are S\, • • •, S^ in 
^# such that T,S\, • • • ,Sk are equi-measurable and \\x(T) l+'k+ *ll < e- By Corollary 3.4, 
[^(T-) _ s'+-<;+5*||| < \\x{T) - Si+"k+Sh\\ < e. Hence ||7||i = \x{T)\ < | | |5 | +^+^| | | + e < 
F>lll+-"+llNII+e = |||r|l| + e . D 
/C III Ml 
By Theorem 3.30 and Lemma 3.21, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.31. Let (^, x) be a finite factor and ||| • ||| be a normalized unitarily invariant norm 
on j&. Then 
\\T\\\ < \\\T\\\< \\T\\, V T G ^ r . 
In particular, every unitarily invariant semi-norm on a finite factor is a norm. 
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By Theorem 3.30 and Lemma 3.14, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.32. Let ||| • ||| be a normalized symmetric gauge semi-norm on (L°°[Q, 1], J0 dx) {or 
( C , T), where x{{x], • • • ,*„)) = X| + „'+x"). Then 
\\T\\\ < | | | r | | | < | | r | | , VTeL°°{0,\}(orCn). 




The main result of this chapter is the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let ( ^ ' , T) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier prop-
erty and let \\\ • \\\ be a tracial gauge norm on ^ , Then ^i,|||.[|| — {T 6 ^ : |||r||| < 1} is closed 
in the weak operator topology. 
To prove Theorem 4.1, we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. Let E\,--- ,En be projections in ^ such that E\ H (- En — 1 and T e J(. Then 
S = E\TE\ + --- + E„TE„ is in the convex hull of{UTU* : U e % ( 
Proof. Let T = (7}y) be the matrix with respect to the decomposition 1 = E\ -\ YE„. Let 
U = —Ei -\-E2-i YEn. Then simple computation shows that 
/ 
1 (UTU* + T)=: 
7ii 0 0 \ 
o r22 ••• r2„ 
= EiTEi + (l-E\)T(\-E\] 
By induction, 5 = Ex TE\ + • • • + EnTEn is in the convex hull of {UTU* : U e W D 
Corollary 4.3. Let {y&, T) be a finite von Neumann algebra and ||| • ||| be a unitarily invariant 
norm on ^i'. Let E\, • • • ,En be projections in ^# such that E\-\ \- En = 1 and T € ^ and 
S = EXTE\+---+ E„TE„. Then |||S||| < |||r|||. 
Recall that for a (non-zero) finite projection £ in M, TE(ETE) =
 xiE\ is the induced 
trace on ^E — EME. 
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Lemma 4.4. Let {J£, x) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier property 
and HI • HI be a tracialgauge norm on J£. Suppose T,E\, • • • ,E„ 6 ^#, T > 0, E\ -\ \-En = \. 
Then \\\T\\\ > \\\XEX {E\TE\)E\ H \-XE„(EnTEn)En\\\. 
Proof. We may assume that ||| 11|| = 1. Since Ji satisfies the weak Dixmier property, by Corol-
lary 3.28, (^EptEi) a l s o satisfies the weak Dixmier property, 1 < i < n. Let e > 0. There are 
operators S,i, • • • ,£,£ in </#£,. such that EtTEi,Sn, • • • ,.% are equi-measurable and 
\Si\-\ t-Sik 
•XEl{EiTEi)Ei < e. 
Let Sj = S\jE\ H \-S„jEn, 1 < j < k. Then T,S\,--- ,Sn are equi-measurable and 
\Si + --- + Sk 
k 
- (xEi (£,TEX)EX + • • • + xE„{EnTEn)En) < e. 
By Corollary 3.4, 
,Si + --- + Sk {xEfE\TE\)Ex •xE„{EnTEn)En)\\\<e. 
Hence, \\\xEfE\TE])E\ -\ \-XE„(E„TE„)E„\\\ < \\\T\\\ + £. Since 8 > 0 is arbitrary, we obtain 
the lemma. • 
Corollary 4.5. Let ( ^ , T) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier prop-
erty and HI • HI be a tracial gauge norm on ^ #. If si is a finite-dimensional abelian von Neumann 
subalgebra of^t andEg? is the normal conditional expectation from *d£ onto si preserving X, 
then for every T € Jt, | | |E^(r)| | | < |||r|||. 
Proof. Letsf = {EU'-' ,En}" such that E\ + ---+En=\. Then for every T e i ^ , E^(T) = 
xEs{E\TEx)E\ + ----\-xEn{EnTEn)En. By Corollary 4.3 and Lemma 4.4, | | |E^(r)| | | < |||r|||. D 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 3.12 and Corollary 3.19, ||| • ||| is unitarily invariant. Suppose 
Ta is a net in - ^ I ii|.||i such that lima Ta = T in the weak operator topology. Let T = U\T\ be 
the polar decomposition of T. Then \\maU*Ta = \T\ in the weak operator topology. Since 
HI • HI is unitarily invariant, |||0Ta||| < 1 and ||| \T\ ||| = |||r|||. So we may assume that T > 0 and 
Ta = T£. By the spectral decomposition theorem and Corollary 3.4, to prove |||r||| < 1, we need 
to prove lll^ m < 1 for every positive simple operator S such that S < T. Let S — a\E\ H V 
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anEn and £ > 0. Since lima Ta = T > S, lima EjTaEj — E{TEi > ajEj for 1 < i < n. Hence, 
lima TEj(Ei{Ta + £)Ej) > a,- + e > a,-. So there is a /3 such that ft, (£1 (Tjj + e)E\)E\ -\ h 
TE„(E„(Tp+e)En)En>S. By Lemma 4.4 and Corollary 3.18, 1+e > |||7/3+e||| > \\\T{E[{TJ5 + 
£)Ei)E\ + • • • + i(En(Tp + e)En)En\\\ > \\\S\\\. Since £ > 0 is arbitrary, pHI < 1. D 
Corollary 4.6. Let {Jt, %) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier prop-
erty and HI • HI be a tracial gauge norm on J%. If si is a separable abelian von Neumann 
subalgebra of ^ andE^ is the normal conditional expectation from ^ onto si preserving T, 
then | | |E^(r)| | | < |||r|||/or all T e Jt. 
Proof. Since si is a separable abelian von Neumann algebra, there is a sequence of finite 
dimensional abelian von Neumann subalgebras sin such that si\ C sii C • • • C si and si is the 
closure of Unsin in the strong operator topology. Let E ^ be the normal conditional expectation 
from JZ onto sin preserving T. Then for every T 6 Jt', E^(T) = \imn^xE^n(T) in the strong 
operator topology. By Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.5, |||Ej^(r)||| < |||r|||. D 
Corollary 4.7. Let (^#, T) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier prop-
erty and HI • HI be a tracial gauge norm on Ji. Suppose 0 < T\ < T2 < • • • < T in M such that 
lim,,-^ Tn = T in the weak operator topology. Then lim,,-^ |||r„||| = |||r|||. 
Proof By Corollary 3.18, |||7i||| < |||r2||| < ••• < |||r|||. Hence, lim„_»..|||2;||| < |||r|||. By The-
orem 4.1, lim„_^ HI T„ HI > HI THI. D 
Corollary 4.8. Let (^#, T) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier prop-
erty, and let ||| • |||i, ||| • |||2 be two tracial gauge norms on JZ. Then ||| • |||i = ||| • |||2 on J{ if 
f 
lll^ lll l = lll^llb/or every operator T = a\E\ H VanEn in M such that a\, • • • ,an > 0 and 
T(5i) = --- = T(£„) = i « = 1 , 2 , . - . . 
Proof We need only to prove |||r|||i = |||r|||2 for every positive operator T in M'. By Theo-
rem 3.27, ^# is either a finite dimensional von Neumann algebra such that x{E) = T(F ) for 
each pair of nonzero minimal projections in Jt or ^ is diffuse. If ^ is a finite dimensional 
von Neumann algebra such that x(E) = x(F) for each pair of nonzero minimal projections in 
Jt', then the corollary is obvious. If Jt is diffuse, by the spectral decomposition theorem, there 
is a sequence of operators Tn G stt satisfying the following conditions: 
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1. 0 < T] <T2<--- <T, 
2. Tn = an\EnX H \-a„„Enn, a„i,••• ,am > 0 and x{EnX) = • • • = z(E„„) = \, 
3. lim„^oo Tn — T in the weak operator topology. 
By the assumption of the corollary, |||7Jj|||i = \\\Tn |||2. By Corollary 4.7, |||r|||i = |||r|||2. D 
Corollary 4.9. Let M' bea type ll\ factor and ||| • ||| i and ||| • |||2 be two unitarily invariant norms 
on M. Then ||j • |||i = ||| • |||2 on J6 if\\\ • \\\\ = ||| • |||2 on all type I„ subfactors of M, n= 1,2,---. 
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CHAPTER 5 
KY FAN NORMS 
Let (j%, T) be a finite von Neumann algebra and 0 < t < 1. For T e M, define the Ky Fan t-th 
norm by 
I lirll, / = 0; 
[ lf^s(T)ds, 0<t<l. 
Let ^#i = (JZ, x) * («2j?2, T') be the reduced free product von Neumann algebra of JZ and 
the free group factor .£?j?2. Then M\ is a type II] factor with a faithful normal trace X\ such 
that the restriction of X\ to ^# is x. Recall that ^ ( ^ # i ) is the set of unitary operators in Jt\ 
and ^(^#1) is the set of projections in M\. 
Lemma 5.1. For 0 < t < 1 a«c? 7 e ^#, 
/|| |7'|| |w = sup{|Ti(C/r£)| : [/ G <%{Jl\\E € ^ ( ^ i ) , Ti(£) = / } . 
Proof. We may assume that T is a positive operator. Let srf be a separable diffuse abelian von 
Neumann subalgebra of ^ i containing T and let a be a *-isomorphism from {srf,X\) onto 
(L°°[0, l ] , / 0 ' <sfcc) such that X\ — J0' dxo a. Let /(JC) = <x(T) and /*(JC) be the non-increasing 
rearrangement off(x). Then /ij(r) = f*(s). By the definition of/*(see (2.1.1)), 
and 
«({r > r (o» > fim
 w (^  /- > .r (o - 1 )^ > /. 
Since f* and / are equi-measurable, m{{f > f*{t)}) < t and m({f > /*(?)}) > t. Therefore, 
there is a measurable subset A of [0,1], {f > f*(t)} CA C {/> /*(0}> such that m(^) = f. 
Since /(x) and f*(x) are equimeasurable, fAf(s)ds = ^f*{s)ds. Let is' = &~1{XA)- Then 
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T,(£0=^andTi(r£0 = L / ( ^ = / o r ( ^ = 'lll^lll(O-Hrace^lll^lll(O^ suP{lTi( [ / r^)l : 
U£fy{JZ),E e &{Jt\), T I ( £ ) = / } . 
We need to prove that if E is a projection in M\, X\(E) = t, and U € ^{Jl\), then 
f|||^|||(;) > \t\{UTE)\. By the Schwartz inequality, 
\X\{UTE)\ = T\{EUT^2TXI2E) < Ti{U*EUT)]/2Zi(ET)l/2. 
By Corollary 2.8, Z1(ET)=JQ ns(E T)ds. By Corollary 2.10, ^is(ET) <mm{i^s(T),^s(E)\\T\\}. 
Note that [J.S(E) = 0 for s > T\(E) = t. Hence, X\{ET) < J^s{T)ds = *|||r|||,. Similarly, 
xx{U*EUT) < t\\\T\\\t. So |Ti(t /r^) | < /|||r|||/. This proves that /| | |r | | |w > sup{|Ti(£/r£)| : 
Theorem 5.2. For 0 < / < 1, ||| • |||(r) is a normalized tracial gauge norm on (./#, T). 
Proof. We only prove the triangle inequality, since the other parts are obvious. We may assume 
that 0 < t < 1. Let S,T 6 J£. By Lemma 5.1, t\\\S+ T\\\{t) = sup{\x\(U(S+ T)E)\ : U € 
W(^),E€&>{^\),T](E)=t}<s\iv{\Tl(USE)\: U € <%{JZ\): E E &{J(\\x\{E) = /} + 
sup{JT,(t/r£)| : U £ &(^i), E e ^(^i), Zi(E) = t} = t\\\S\\\{t) -H|||r|||(,). D 
Proposition 5.3. Let (>/#, T) be a finite von Neumann algebra and T e (^#, T). Then ^T^^ 
is a non-increasing continuous function on [0,1]. 
Proof. Let 0 < t\ <h<\. Then 
iimita) - niifc) - £ j f ^ ( n * - \ £ Mnds 
h{t2-t\) 
Since IXS{T) is right-continuous, |||r|||(r) is a non-increasing continuous function on [0,1]. D 




6.1 Dual norms 
Let HI • HI be a norm on a finite von Neumann algebra {J(, %). For T e M, define 
|imi|*r = sup{|T(7'jf)|:jre^r) W<i} . 
When no confusion arises, we simply write ||| • |||# instead of ||| • | | |^. 
Lemma 6.1. ||| • |||# is a norm on M. 
Proof. If T ^ 0, |||r|||# > x(TT*)/\\\T*\\\ > 0. It is easy to see that \\\XT\\f = |A| • |||r|||# and 
Ill^ i + ?2!||#<|||ri|||# + |||r2|||#. n 
Definition 6.2. ||| • |||# is called the dual norm of ||| • ||| on M with respect to T. 
The next lemma follows directly from the definition of dual norm. 
Lemma 6.3. Let ||| • ||| be a norm on a finite von Neumann algebra ( ^ # , T ) and ||| • |||# be the 
dual norm on Ji'. Then for S J € Ji, \?(ST)\ < \\\S\\\ • \\\T\f. 
The following corollary is a generalization of Holder's inequality for bounded operators in 
finite von Neumann algebras. 
Corollary 6.4. Let (</#, T) be a finite von Neumann algebra and let \\\ • ||| be a gauge norm on 
Ji. ThenforSJ eJZ, \\ST\\X < \\\S\\\ • |||r|||#. 
Proof ByLemma3.7, | |5T||i=sup{|T((/5r)|: Ue%(^)}. By Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 3.2, 
\T(UST)\ < \\\US\\\ • \\\T\f = |||5||| • |||r|||#. D 
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Proposition 6.5. If\\\ • \\\ is a unitarily invariant norm on a finite von Neumann algebra ( ^ , x), 
then HI • |||# is also a unitarily invariant norm on Ji. 
Proof. Let U be a unitary operator. Then 
\\\UT\f = sup{\x(UTX)\ : l € i ' , |||X||| < 1} 
= sap{\T(TXU)\:X€^,\\\X\\\<l} 
= sup{\x(TX)\:Xe^, \\\X\\\< 1} 
Similarly, ||| TU\\\# = \\\ T|||. D 
Proposition 6.6. If\\\ • ||| is a symmetric gauge norm on a finite von Neumann algebra (^, x), 
then HI • HI is also a symmetric gauge norm on (^#, x). 
Proof. Let 0 6 A u t ( ^ , T). Then 
p(r)|||# = suP{|T(0(r)^)|:Xe^,W|<i} 
= suP{|T(0(re-1(^ )))| i i e i ' , |||x||| < 1} 
= sup{|T(r0-1(x))|:Xe^,|||x|||<i} 
= suP{|T(rx)| : i e J , |||jr||| < 1} 
n 
Lemma 6.7. Let (^#, x) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier property, 
and let ||| • ||| be a tracial gauge norm on jtft. IfT e ^ is a positive operator, then 
|||r|||# = sup{T(rX): X e ^,X >0,XT = TX,\\\X\\\ < 1}. 
Proof. Let si be a separable abelian von Neumann subalgebra of ^ containing T and E ^ 
be the normal conditional expectation from ^ onto si preserving x. For every F e J ' such 
that |||r||| < 1, let X = E^(7) . By Corollary 4.6, ||| |A"| ||| = |||X||| < |||y||| < 1. Furthermore, 
|T(7T)| = | T ( E ^ ( 7 T ) ) | - |T(rE^(7)) | - | T ( r * ) | < x(T\X\). Hence, 
\\\T\\\# = sup{x(TX): Xe^,X>0,XT = TX,\\\X\\\< 1}. 
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• 
Lemma 6.8. Let (^#, T) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier property, 
and let \\\ • ||| be a tracial gauge norm on M. Suppose T = a\E\ ^ VanEn is a positive simple 
operator in <dt'. Then 
| | | r | | |=sup{T(rX) : X = blEl + --- + bnEn>Oand\\\X\f < l} 
= sup I X akbkx{Ek) : X = b\E\ + • • • + bnEn > 0 and |||X|||# < \ \ . 
Proof. By Lemma 6.7, |||r|||# = sup{|T(rX)j : X e ^,X > Q,XT = TX, \\\X\\\ < 1}. Let 
gf = {E\,--- ,En}" and E ^ be the normal conditional expectation from M onto si pre-
serving T. Then S — ES/(X) = Tg, {E\XE\)E\ + \- XE„{EnXEn)E„ is a positive operator, 
x{TX) = r(E^(TX)) = %{m^{X)) = r(TS), and |||5||| < \\\X\\\ by Corollary 4.5. Combining 
the definition of dual norm, this proves the lemma. • 
Corollary 6.9. Let {M', T) 6e a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier prop-
erty and HI • HI be a tracial gauge norm on J£. Suppose S, T are equi-measurable, positive 
simple operators in Jt'. Then \\\S\\f = \\\T\\\#. 
Theorem 6.10. Let ( ^ , T) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier prop-
erty and HI • HI be a tracial gauge norm on M. Then ||| • |||# is also a tracial gauge norm on ^#. 
Furthermore, i/|||l||| = 1, then | | |1|| |# = 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.12, ||| • ||| is a symmetric gauge norm on M'. By Proposition 6.6, Corol-
lary 6.9 and Lemma 3.9, ||| • |||# is a tracial gauge norm on Ji'. Note that |||1||| = 1, hence, 
| | | l | f > T ( M ) = l. On the other hand, by Theorem 3.30, ||| 1|||# = sup{|r(Ar)| : X e ^ , pT||| < 
1} < sup{ |||X||| : X G J[, |||X||| < 1} < 1. D 
Corollary 6.11. Let {Ji, T) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier 
property and ||| • ||| be a tracial gauge norm on M. If JY is a von Neumann subalgebra of M 
satisfying the weak Dixmier property, then ||| • | | |^ is the restriction of\\\ • | | |^ to jY. 
Proof. Let ||| • |||i = ||| • | | |^ and ||| • |||2 be the restriction of ||| • | | |^ to Jf. By Theorem 6.10, 
both HI • |||i and ||| • |||2 are tracial gauge norms on JY. By Lemma 3.5, to prove ||| • |||i = ||| • |||2, 
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we need to prove |||r|||i = \\\T\\\2 for every positive simple operator T G jV. Let srf be a finite 
dimensional abelian von Neumann subalgebra of JV containing T. By Lemma 6.8, | | |r | | |^ = 
III T1111$ III T*l l )$ O „ III T" III III T 1 111 I I 
llnll^ = PUD- So IP llli = \\\T\h- u 
6.2 Dual norms of Ky Fan norms 
For (*!,-•• ,x„) G C, x{x) - £i±_±£» defines a trace on C . For 1 < A: < /?, the Ky Fan \-
th norm on ( C " , T ) is |||(xi,'-- ,x„)|||/t\ = -L—j—L, where (x\,--- ,x*n) is the decreasing rear-
rangement of (|*i |, • • • , \x„\). Let & = {(x\, • • • ,x„) G C" : x\ > xj > x^ = x^+\ = • • • = xn > 
0, *'+"fc,+** < 1} and S be the set of extreme points of 9. 
The proof of the following lemma is an easy exercise. 
Lemma 6.12. The set § consists of~k+\ points: (k,Q,---), (§>§i0, •••)' " ° > ( F = T ' 
• • • , ^ T , o , - - - ) , ( i , i , - - - , i ) «^ (o ,o , - - . , o ) . 
The following lemma is well-known. For a proof we refer to 10.2 of [15]. 
Lemma 6.13. Lets\ >S2>--->sn >0andt\,--- ,t„ > 0. Ift\ > ?£ > ••• > ^ is the decreasing 
rearrangement oft\,- •• ,t„, then s\tf H Ys„t*n > s\t\ -\ \-s„t„. 
Lemma 6.14. For T G (M„(C),T„), 
•„, a {k , „ 
m ft I T » IJ T> 
F h = max<^  - T , \\T i 
Proo/ Let |||r|||i = |||r|||^ and |||r|||2 = max{*||r||, | | r | | i } . Then both ||| • |||t and ||| • |||2 are 
unitarily invariant norms on M„(C). To prove ||| • |||i = ||| • |||2, we need only to prove |||r|||i = 
( . , • \ 
HI T HI2 for every positive matrix T in M„(C). We can assume that T = ' •. , where 
V s " ) 
s\, • • • ,s„ are s-numbers of T such that s\ >S2>-> sn. By Lemma 6.8 and 6.13, 
| | | r | | | i = s u p | ^ ^ : (h,---, / „ ) G ^ } = s u p | ^ ^ : (tu •• • ,t„) G ^ } . 
Note that | |r | | = si > 52 > • • • > s„ > 0. By Lemma 6.12 and simple computations, |||r|||i = 
maxIfiiriijrihjHimib. • 
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The next lemma simply follows from the definition of dual norms. 
Lemma 6.15. Let (^,x) be a finite von Neumann algebra and \\\-\\\, |||-||]i, ||| • ||| 2, be norms on 
^ such that 
|||r|||i <|||r|||<|||r|||2, v r e ^ . 
Then 
|r|||^ < |||r|||#< |||r|||f, vre 
Corollary 6.16. Let ( ^ # , T ) be a finite von Neumann algebra and ||| • |||i, ||| • ||J2 be equivalent 
norms on M'. Then \\\ • \\\f and \\\ • I* are equivalent norms on M'. 
Theorem 6.17. Let Jt be a type Hi factor and 0 < t < 1. Then 
|7,|||f/) = max{/||7,||,||7,||i}, VT 6 
Proof. Firstly, we assume t = | is a rational number. Let ^Yr be a type Irn subfactor of ^i'. 
Then the restriction of ||| • |||(,) to jYr is ||| • \\\,rky By Lemma 6.14 and Corollary 6.11, |||r|||^ = 
max{?||r| | , | |r | |i} for T e jVr. By Corollary 4.9, HITIH^ = max{/||r||, | | r | | i} for all T e Jt. 
Now assume t is an irrational number. Let t\, ?2 be two rational numbers such that t\ < t <tj-
By Lemma 6.15, for every T G ^#, 
max{?2||r||, \\T\\\) < Ulrilljx < max{?i||r||, | | r | | i } . 
Since t\ < t < ti are arbitrary, |||r|||(L = max{?||r||, | | r | | i } . D 
6.3 Second Dual Norms 
Lemma 6.18. Let n G N and x be an arbitrary faithful state on C . If\\\ • ||| is a norm on ( C , T) 
and HI • HI is the dual norm with respect to T, then ||| • ||| = ||| • |||. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.3, |||r|||## = sup{|T(rX)| : I e C " , |||Z|||# < 1}< |||r|||. We need to prove 
lll^ lll < lll^ lll**- By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there is a continuous linear functional <f> on C 
with respect to the topology induced by ||| • ||| on C" such that |||r||| = (j)(T) and \\<p\\ — 1. Since 
all norms on C" induce the same topology, there is an element Y e C" such that </>(S) = l(SY) 
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for all S e C". By the definition of dual norm, || |7||# = ||</>|| = 1. By Lemma 6.3, |||r||| = 
<P(T) = T(TY) < \\\T\f#. a 
Theorem 6.19. Let {^', x) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier prop-
erty and HI • HI be a tracial gauge norm on ^#. Then \\\ • |||# is also a tracial gauge norm on M 
and HI • |||## = HI • |||. 
Proof. By Theorem 6.10, both ||| • |||## and ||| • ||| are tracial gauge norms on M. By Corollary 3.5, 
to prove HI • |||## = HI • |||, we need to prove that |||r|| = |||r|||## for every positive simple operator 
T € jtft. Let srf be the abelian von Neumann subalgebra generated by T. By Corollary 6.11 




Let n E N, a\ > ai > • • • > an > an+\ = 0 and f(x) = a\X<,0 u{x) + 02X11 i\(x) H h 
a-nX\a=l u(x)- Let (^#,T) be a finite von Neumann algebra. For T G ^#, define infill/ = 
tif(s)Hs(T)ds. 
Lemma 7.1. Le/« G N, a\ > aj >• • •>«« > an+i = 0 and fix) = a\X\o i)ix) + a2X\i i)(x) + 
1-anX\nz± ii (*)• / w T 6 ./#, <sfe/z«e 
Then 
irlll _ y k{ak — ak+\) in^iii / 7 n ^ 
Proo/ Since ^UlrlH^ = /0 ns(T)ds, summation by parts shows that 
111^111/ = / As)&(T)dt = ax f" Hs(T)ds + ••• + «„ / /is(7>fc 
i k{ak-ak+ 
= Z „ CT(*)- D 
Corollary 7.2. 77ze «orm ||| • |||y defined as above is a tracial gauge norm on ^ and ||| 1 |||y = 
/ o l / ( x ) j x = 2 i±_±%. 
Lemma 7.3. Let (./#, T) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmierproperty 
a n d {HI • HI
 a } be a set of tracial gauge norms on (^#, T) such that ||| 11|| a < 1 far all a. For every 
T € M, define 
IllrlH = s u p HITIII a . 
a 
Then ||| • ||| = \Ja ||| • |||a is also a tracial gauge norm on (^#, T). 
Proof By Corollary 3.4, |||r||| < \\T\\ is well defined. It is easy to check that ||| • ||| is a tracial 
gauge norm on (./#, T). D 
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Let & = {f(x) = aiX^i)(x) + a1%\ii)(x) + ••• + an%^xp) : ax > a2 > • • • > a„ > 
0, a i + ' „+°" < 1,» = 1,2, • • •}. The following is the main result of this Part. 
Theorem 7.4. Let (JK, x) be a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier prop-
erty. //"HI • HI is a normalized tracial gauge norm on ^ , then there is a subset &' of ^ contain-
ing the constant 1 function on [0,1] such that for every T G ^ , 
im i l=sup{ l l | 7 l / : / e^ ' } , 
where \T\f is defined as above. 
Proof. Let 
&' = {/is(X) :Xe^, \\\X\f <\,X=blFl + --- + bkFk>0, 
whereFi + • • • + Fk = 1 andr(Fi) = • • • = x{Fk) = - , k = 1,2, • • •} . 
K 
For every positive operatorX 6 Jt such that |||X|||# < I, JQ ns(X)ds = r(X) = \\X\\\ < \\\X\\\# < 
1 by Theorem 3.30. Hence &' C & and [is{\) = X[o,\](s) € &'• For J ' G J ' , define 
ni r = sup{|||r|||/:/e^'}. 
By Corollary 7.2, ||| • |||' is a tracial gauge norm on M. To prove that ||| • |||' — ||| • |||, by Corol-
lary 4.8, we need to prove that |||r|||' = |||r||| for every positive operator T € J% such that 
T = a\E\ -\ \-a„E„ and x{E\) = ••• = x(En) = ±. 
By Lemma 6.8 and Theorem C, 
HI r||| = sup \l- X akbk : X = bxEx + ••• + bnEn > 0 and \\\X\\\# < 1 I. 
Note that if X = b\E\ H \- bnEn is a positive simple operator in M and |||X|||# < 1, then 
\is{X) e &' and inW) = Jo' \ys{X)^{T)ds = I I £ = 1 fl*6*, where {a*} and {6*} are non-
increasing rearrangements of {ak} and {&*}, respectively. By Lemma 6.13, |||r||| < sup{|||r|||y: 
fe^>} = \\\T\\\>. 
We need to prove |||r||| > |||r|||'. Let X = b\F\ ^ h bkFk be a positive operator in J( 
such that Fi + ---+Fk=l, x(Fi) = ••• = x(Fk) = \ and |||Z|||# < 1. We need only prove that 
|||r||| > HITHIy^ ix)- Since (^£,x) satisfies the weak Dixmier property, by Theorem 3.27, (^,x) 
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is either a von Neumann subalgebra of (M„(C),T„) that contains all diagonal matrices or jtft 
is a diffuse von Neumann algebra. In either case, we may assume that T = a\E\ H \- drEr 
a n d X = b\F\ + • • • + brFr, where E\ + • • • + Er = F\ + • • • + Fr = 1 and T(£,-) = T( /}) = \ for 
1 < i < r, a\ > • • • > ar > 0 and b\ > • • • > br > 0. Let Y = b\E\ + ••• + brEr. Then X and Y 
are two equi-measurable operators in ^  and lxs{X) = HS(Y). By Theorem 6.10, |||K|||# < 1. By 
Lemma 6.3, 
|||r||| > T ( 7 Y ) = -j^ath = f Vs{Y)Vs{T)ds = C ^(X)^(T)ds = \\\T\\\^X). 
D 
Combining Theorem 7.4 and Lemma 3.21, we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 7.5. Let (./#, T) be a finite factor and ||| • ||| be a normalized unitarily invariant norm 
on M. Then there is a subset &' of ^ containing the constant 1 function on [0,1] such that 
for all Tej?, |||r||| = sup{|||r|||/ : f€&'}. 
Combining Theorem 7.4 and Lemma 3.14 we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 7.6. Let ||| • ||| be a normalized symmetric gauge norm on (L°°[0,1], /0 dx). Then there 
is a subset &' of ^ containing the constant 1 function on [0,1] such that for all T € L°°[Q, 1], 
l imi^supflimil, : / € • £ " } . 
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PART II 
UNITARILY INVARIANT NORMS 




F.J. Murray and J.von Neumann [22, 23, 24,45,46] introduced and studied certain algebras 
of Hilbert space operators. Those algebras are now called "Von Neumann algebras." They 
are strong-operator closed self-adjoint subalgebras of all bounded linear transformations on a 
Hilbert space. Factors are von Neumann algebras whose centers consist of scalar multiples of 
the identity. Every von Neumann algebra is a direct sum (or "direct integral") of factors. Thus 
factors are the building blocks for all von Neumann algebras. Murray and von Neumann [22] 
classified factors into type I„,loo,Hi,Hoc,III factors. Type I„ and loo factors are full matrix 
algebras: M„(C) and 3S(J4f). Type I„ and Hi factors are called finite factors. Factors except 
type III factors are called semi-finite factors. An semi-finite factor admits a faithful normal 
tracial weight T. 
The unitarily invariant norms on type I„ factors were introduced by von Neumann [44] for 
the purpose of metrizing matrix spaces. Von Neumann, together with his associates, established 
that the class of unitarily invariant norms of type I„ factors coincides with the class of symmetric 
gauge norms on C". These norms have now been variously generalized and utilized in several 
contexts. For example, Schatten [32, 33] defined unitarily invariant norms on two-sided ideals 
of completely continuous operators in type I*, factors; Ky Fan [9] studied Ky Fan norms and 
obtained his dominance theorem. The unitarily invariant norms play a crucial role in the study 
of function spaces and group representations (see e.g. [19]) and in obtaining certain bounds 
of importance in quantum field theory (see [36]). For historical perspectives and surveys of 
unitarily invariant norms, see Schatten [32, 33], Hewitt and Ross [16], Gohberg and Krein [13] 
and Simon [36]. 
In the first Part, we set up a representation theorem for unitarily invariant norms on finite 
factors. The main purpose of this Part is to set up a representation theorem for unitarily invariant 
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norms related to infinite factors. For interesting applications of the representation theorem, we 
refer to [6]. 
CHAPTER 9 
^-NUMBERS OF OPERATORS IN SEMI-FINITE VON 
NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 
9.1 ^-numbers of operators in type ILo factors 
In [8], Fack and Kosaki give a complete exposition of generalized s-numbers of T—measurable 
operators affiliated with semi-finite von Neumann algebras. For the reader's convenience and 
our purpose, we provide sufficient details on s-numbers of bounded operators in semi-finite von 
Neumann algebras in this section. We will define s-numbers of bounded operators in semi-finite 
von Neumann algebras from the point of view of non-increasing rearrangements of functions. 
The following lemma is well known. 
Lemma 9.1. Let {srf', x) be a separable {i.e., with separablepredual) diffuse abelian von Neu-
mann algebra with a faithful normal tracial weight x on srf such that T (1) = °°. Then there is 
a ^-isomorphism a from (s/,x) onto (X°°[0,°°), J^dx) such that x = Jo'dx- a. 
Let */# be a type IL, factor and x be a faithful normal tracial weight on J%. For T G 
^#, there is a separable diffuse abelian von Neumann subalgebra srf of ^K containing \T\. 
By Lemma 9.1, there is a *-isomorphism a from (s/,x) onto (L°°[0,°°),Jo°°dx) such that 
x = J0°°c/x • a. Let f(x) = &(\T\) and f*(x) be the non-increasing rearrangement of f(x) 
(see (2.1.1)). Then the s- numbers ofT, HS(T), are defined as 
lls(T)=f(s),0<s<oo. 
Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.7, we can prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 9.2. fis(T) does not depend on si and a. 
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Corollary 9.3. ForTeJZ andp > 0, %{\T\P) = /0°°fis(T)Pds. 
Lemma 9.4. LetE,F be two projections in Jt. Ifx(EL) < x(FL) < °° then x(E AFL) > 0. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.5.14 of [8], R(F±E±) ^ ^ - f i A F 1 , where R(F±EJ-) is the range 
projection of F^-E1. Therefore, x(E AF 1 ) = x(F1) - x(R(F±EA-)) > x(FL) - x(E1) > 0. 
D 
Combining Lemma 9.4 and the proof of Lemma 2.9, we can prove the following lemma. 
Recall that 3?{^) is the set of projections in M. 
Lemma 9.5. For 0 < s < », 
JXS(T) = inf{||r£|| : E G 9>{JV), x(E±)=s}. 
Corollary 9.6. Let S,T e Jt. Then \is{ST) < \S\\is(T) for s e [0,°°). 
9.2 s-numbers of operators in semi-finite von Neumann al-
gebras 
Throughout Part II, a semi-finite von Neumann algebra (^#, T) means a semi-finite von Neu-
mann algebra j$ with a faithful normal tracial weight x. An embedding of a semi-finite von 
Neumann algebra (M, T) into another semi-finite von Neumann algebra (JK\, X\) means a *-
isomorphism a from Jt to Jt\ such that x = X\ • a. Every semi-finite von Neumann algebra 
can be embedded into a type IL* factor. 
Definition 9.7. Let (^#, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra and T € Jt, If a is an 
embedding of (*/#, x) into a type IL, factor (J%\, X\), then the s-number ofT is defined as 
^(T) = ^s(a(T)). 
Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.7, we can see that jU.s(T) is well defined, i.e., does not 
depend on the choice of a and ^\. 
Let T € (38 (34?), Tr) be a finite rank operator, where 3if is the separable infinite dimen-
sional complex Hilbert space and Tr is the classical tracial weight on 38(31?). Then \T\ is 
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unitarily equivalent to a diagonal operator with diagonal elements s\ (T) > S2(T) > • • • > 0. In 
the classical operator theory [13], s\ (T),S2(T), • • • are also called ^-numbers of T. It is easy to 
see that the relation between IJ,S(T) and s\ (T),S2(T),- • • is the following 
&(T) =
 Sl (T)X[0,i){s) +S2(T)X[w)(s) + •••. (9.2.1) 
Since no confusion will arise, we will use both ^ -numbers for a finite rank operator in (£$(Ji?), Tr). 
We end this section by the following definition. 
Definition 9.8. Two positive operators S, T in a semi-finite von Neumann algebra (^#, T) are 
equi-measurable if /J.S(S) — jJ-s(T) for 0 < s < °<>. 
By 12 of Proposition 2.1, positive operators S and T in a semi-finite von Neumann algebra 
{JZ, T) are equi-measurable if and only if x(Sn) = x(Tn) for all n = 0,1,2, • • •. 
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CHAPTER 10 
SEMI-NORMS J (J£) 
In this section, (./#, %) is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra with a faithful normal tracial 
weight T. Let J?\JK) be the set of operators r e J ' such that T — ETE for some finite 
projection E G M. If M is a finite von Neumann algebra, then ^ (^#) = J£. \iJ( — 3S{JP), 
we simply write J (J4f) instead of J {SS{3^)). Note that ^ / (J^) is the set of bounded linear 
operators T on Jf? such that both T and 71* are finite rank operators. 
10.1 Gauge invariant semi-norms on JP'(^Q 
Definition 10.1. Let (^#, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra. A semi-norm ||| • ||| on 
J-' {J£) is gauge invariant if\\\T\\\ = \\\ \T\ ||| for all T G Jt' {J{). A semi-norm ||| • ||| on J? {Jl) 
is called left unitarily invariant if for all unitary operators U in M and all T in J? (./#), 
|||t/7^||j = |||r|||. 
Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.18, we can prove the following results. 
Lemma 10.2. Let (^, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra and ||| • ||| be a left unitarily 
invariant semi-norm on ^(JK). IfT e ^ {^) and A G Jt, then AT G JP: (J?) and \\AT\\ < 
NII-mm 
Lemma 10.3. Let (./#, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra and ||| • ||| be a semi-norm on 
J?{<JZ). Then ||| • ||| is gauge invariant if and only if\\\ • \\\ is left unitarily invariant. 
10.2 Unitarily invariant semi-norms on ^ {^) 
Definition 10.4. Let („#, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra. A semi-norm ||| • ||| on 
^(^) is unitarily invariant if |||t/TFj|| = |||JH||| for all T G ^(^Z) and unitary operators 
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Similar to the proof of Proposition 3.17, we can prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 10.5. Let ||| • ||| be a semi-norm on J? (^#). Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
1. HI • HI is unitarily invariant; 
2. HI • HI is gauge invariant and unitarily conjugate invariant, i.e., |||£/n/*||| = |||r|||/or all 
F e / (^#) and unitary operators U G M; 
3. I • HI is gauge invariant and j[j ^"|j| = 111^*111 for all T G
 c /"(^#); 
4. for all operators A, B G JC and T G J {JZ\ \\\ATB\\\ < \\A\\ • \\\T\\\ • \\B\\. 
Corollary 10.6. Let (^#, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra and \\\ • \\\ be a unitarily 
invariant semi-norm on ^ {^). IfT G J? {^) andO < S <T, then S G J? (^) and \\S^ < 
Corollary 10.7. Let ||| • ||| be a unitarily invariant semi-norm on ^ {^) andE,F be two equiv-
alent projections in ^ ( ,y#) . Then \\\E\\\ = |||.F|||. 
10.3 Symmetric gauge semi-norms on ^(Jft) 
Definition 10.8. Let {Jt, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra, and let Aut(^#, T) be the 
set of *-automorphisms on M preserving T. A semi-norm ||| • ||| on ^ / ( ^# ) is called symmetric 
if 
IIIWIII = n i l , V7 G f{Jt), 6 G Aut(^ ,T) ; 
a semi-norm ||| • ||| on ^(^) is called a symmetric gauge semi-norm if it is both symmetric 
and gauge invariant on
 c/{^). 
Corollary 10.9. Let (./#, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra, and let ||| • ||| be a symmetric 
gauge semi-norm on ^ (./#). Then ||| • ||[ is a unitarily invariant semi-norm on J? {^). 
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10.4 Symmetric gauge norms on (<^£, T#) 
In this paper we are interested symmetric gauge semi-norms on J! {Jl), where {Ji' ,x) is one 
of the following semi-finite von Neumann algebras: 
• Jl = £%(Jf?) and T = Tr on «^(Jf), where J^f is the separable infinite dimensional 
complex Hilbert space; 
• Jl — f°(N) and T((XI,X2,' ••)) =x\ +X2-\—; 
• Jl is a type IL, factor and T is a faithful normal tracial weight on Jl\ 
• Jl — L°°[0,») and T = Jo°° dx. 
Note that in each case, Aut(^#, T) acts on Jl ergodically. Recall that A u t ( ^ , x) acts on Jl 
ergodically if 6{T) = T for all 6 E Aut(Jl,x) implies T = Al. Let E,F be finite projections 
in Jl such that T ( F ) = x(F). If Aut(Jl, T) acts on Jl ergodically, there is a 9 G Aat(j^, x) 
such that 0(F) = F. Furthermore, if ||| • ||| is a symmetric gauge semi-norm on ^ (Jl), then 
lll^ lll = lll-^ lll- 1° t m s case> a semi-norm ||| • ||| on ^ (Jl) is called a normalized symmetric 
gauge semi-norm if |||F||| = 1 whenever x(E) = 1. 
Let (Jl, T) be one of the above semi-finite von Neumann algebras. For every finite pro-
jection E{^ 0) in Jl, let ME — EJ/E and XE{ETE) = T ^ £ ^ ' . Then {JIE^E) is a finite 
von Neumann algebra satisfying the weak Dixmier property (see Definition 3.22), i.e., for ev-
ery positive operator T e JIE, XE(T)E is in the operator norm closure of the convex hull of 
{S € ME '• S and T are equi-measurable}. So in the following sections we will always make 
the following assumptions on (J/,x): 
• (Jl,x) is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra such that Aut(J/,x) acts on Jl ergodi-
cally; 
• for every non-zero finite projection E in J/, (J/E,?E) is a finite von Neumann algebra 
satisfying the weak Dixmier property. 
With above assumptions, it is easy to show that if E is a finite projection of Jl, then 
Aut( JSE,XE) acts on JIE ergodically. 
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Lemma 10.10. Let (^#, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra satisfying above assumptions 
and HI • HI be a symmetric gauge semi-norm on J! {M). IfE € M is a finite projection, then the 
restriction of\\\ • \\\ to {ME^E) is also a symmetric gauge semi-norm on {ME, TE). 
Proof. It is obvious that the restriction of ||| • ||| to (JZE^E) is also a gauge semi-norm on 
(ME,zE). Let 0 G Aut(^£,T£) . Define \\\S\\\2 = \\\d(S)\\\ foxSeME- We need to prove ||| • ||| = 
HI • |||2 on ME- Let T — a\E\ -\ VanEn be a simple positive operator in ME, where E\-\ h 
E„=E. Then Q(T) = ax9{Ex) + • • • + an0(E„). Since 9 £ Aut(ME,rE), l{Ek) = l{9{Ek)) 
for 1 <k<n. By the assumption of the lemma, Aut(^#, T) acts on M ergodically. Therefore, 
there is a 6' e Aut(^T, T) such that B'{Ek) = d(Ek) fori <k<n. Hence, B'{T) = 6(T). Since 
HI • HI is a symmetric gauge semi-norm on J{Jt\ \\\T\\\ = |||0'(r)||| = \\\0(T)\\\ = \\\T\\\2. By 
Corollary 3.5, ||| • ||| = ||| • |[|2 on (ME,TE)- This implies that the restriction of ||| • ||| to (-#£, T )^ 
is also a symmetric gauge semi-norm on (ME,XE)- d 
Corollary 10.11. Let (M, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the above condi-
tions. .//"HI • HI is a normalized symmetric gauge semi-norm on J? {M), then ||| • ||| is a symmetric 
gauge norm on J? (M). 
Proof. Let T G J? {M). Then there is a finite projection E in M such that T = ETE € 
(•/#£,%). By Lemma 10.10, the restriction of ||| • ||| to (ME,TE) is also a symmetric gauge 
semi-norm. If T ^ 0, then by Corollary 3.32, |||r||| > xE{\T\) • \\\E\\\ > 0. So ||| • ||| is a symmetric 
gauge norm on J! (M). D 
A simple operator in a semi-finite von Neumann algebra (M, T) is an operator T = a\E\ + 
— h a„En, where E\ ,••• ,En are mutually orthogonal projections. 
Lemma 10.12. Let (M, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra such that Aut(^#, T) acts on 
M ergodically and {J^EI^E) satisfies the weak Dixmier property for every finite projection E 
in M. Suppose ||| • |||i and ||| • ||[2 ore two symmetric gauge norms on J?(M). Then ||| • |||i = 
HI • |||2 on J?' {M) i/*|||r|||i = HI r|||2 for every simple positive operator T in J? {M) such that 
T = a\E\ -) \-anE„ andi{E\) = ••• = x{En). 
Proof. Suppose |||y||| 1 = |||7,|||2 f°r every simple operator T in J?(M). Let S € J?(M). Then 
there is a finite projection E in M such that S = ESE € ME- By Lemma 10.10, the restrictions 
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of III • ||i and HI • |||2 to (ME,TE) a re two symmetric gauge norms. Since |p| | | i — |||r|||2 for 
every simple operator T in ME such that T — a\E\ -\ ha„E„ and l{E\) = • • • = x{En), 
|||. HI, = HI -1||2 by Corollary 4.8. D 
Proposition 10.13. Let (M,z) be a semi-finite factor and ||| • ||| be a norm on Jf{M). Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
1. HI • HI is a symmetric gauge norm; 
2. J! • HI is a unitarily invariant norm. 
Proof. "1 => 2" is obvious. We only prove "2 => 1". We need to prove that for every positive 
operator T G J {M) and 6 G A u t ( ^ , r ) , \\\e(T)\\\ = \\\T\\\. LetS=0(T). Then S 6 J{M). 
Therefore, there is a finite projection E in M such that S,T € ME- By the spectral de-
composition theorem, there is a sequence of simple positive operators T„ € ME such that 
S„ = 6{T„) G ME andlim„^oo||r„ —r|| = lim„^oo \\S„ — S\\ = 0. By Theorem 3.30, \\\T — T„\\\ < 
\\T- T„\\ • PHI and p - S j < \\S-S„\\ • |||£|||. Hence, lim„_^ | | | r - r„||| = l i m „ ^ p - ^ I H = 
0. We need only prove |||r„||| = j|jjSn||| for all n = 1,2, • • •. Suppose T„ = a\E\ ^ h amEm. 
Then S„ — 6(T„) = aiFi H VamFm, where 9(E/l) = Fk for 1 <k<m. Since 0 G Aut(M, x), 
t(Eic) = T(FIC) for 1 <k<m. Since M is a factor, there is a unitary operator U G M such that 
Ek = UFkU* for 1 < k < m. Therefore, S„ = UTnU* and |||7;||| = |||5„|||. D 
10.5 Semi-norms associated to von Neumann algebras 
Definition 10.14. Let M be a von Neumann algebra (not necessarily semi-finite). A {generalized) 
semi-norm associated to M is a map ||| • ||| from M to [0,°°] satisfying the following properties: 
1. prm HAHimn, 
2. p+r||| < pin + |||r||| 
for all S,T G M and X G C. To make the definition nontrivial, we always make the following 
assumption: 0 < p | | | < °° for some non-zero element T G M. 
Let J? = {T G M : \\\T\\\ <<*>}. Then J is called the domain of the semi-norm ||| • |||. 
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Definition 10.15. Let (^#, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra. A semi-norm ||| • ||| 
associated to ^# is called gauge invariant if for all T G Ji', |||r||| = ||| | r | |||; a semi-norm ||| • ||| 
associated to ^# is unitarily invariant if |||£/7T||| = ||jy ||| for all T G M and unitary operators 
U, V € ^f; a semi-norm ||| • ||| associated to a semi-finite von Neumann algebra (^#, T) is called 
symmetric if 
IIIWIII = lll^ lll, v r G Jl, e e Aut(^#,T); 
a semi-norm ||| • ||| associated to {M-,%) is called a symmetric gauge semi-norm if it is both 
symmetric and gauge invariant. 
Similar to the proof of Proposition 3.17, we can prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 10.16. Let ||| • ||| be a semi-norm associated to ^t'. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
1. HI • HI is unitarily invariant; 
2. HI • HI is gauge invariant and unitarily conjugate invariant, i.e., |||6T[/*||| = |||r||| for all 
T G M and unitary operators U G jtft; 
3. HI • HI is gauge invariant and \\\T\\\ — |||T* ||| for all T G J%; 
4. for all operators T,A,B G JZ, \\\ATB\\\ < \\A\\ • \\\T\\\ • \\B\\. 
Corollary 10.17. Let ||| • ||| be a unitarily invariant semi-norm associated to JZ. IfS, T G M 
andO<S<T,then\\\S\\\<\\\T\\\. 
Corollary 10.18. Let \\\ • ||| be a unitarily invariant semi-norm associated to M andE,F be two 
equivalent projections in ^t. Then \E\ = |||F|||. 
Lemma 10.19. Let ||| • ||| be a unitarily invariant semi-norm associated to M and T G ^ be 
a nonzero element such that |||r||| < °°. Then there is a nonzero projection E in <d£ such that 
Pill <°°-
Proof. Since ||| • ||| is unitarily invariant, we may assume T > 0. By the spectral decomposi-
tion theorem, there exist a X > 0 and a nonzero projection E in M such that T > XE. By 
Corollary 10.6, |||£||| < «>. • 
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The following theorem shows that, up to a scale a > 0, the operator norm || • || is the unique 
unitarily invariant semi-norm associated to a type III factor. 
Theorem 10.20. Let ^ be a type III factor and ||| • ||| be a unitarily invariant semi-norm asso-
ciated to M. Then there is an a>0 such that ||| • ||| = a\\ • \\, i.e., |||r||| = a | | r | | /or all T G ^ . 
Proof. By Lemma 10.19, there is a nonzero projection E m^t such that |||is||| < °°. If |||£||| = 0, 
then |||11||=0 by Corollary 10.18. By Proposition 10.16, for every T in Jt, \T\ < \\T\\ • |||1||| = 
0. In our definition of semi-norm, we assume that |||r||| > 0 for some T G M. Hence |||£||| ^ 0 
for some projection E in Jt. We may assume that |||£||| = 1. By Corollary 10.18, |||F||| = 1 
for every non-zero projection in j$. In particular, |||1||| = 1. By Proposition 10.16, for every 
T in J%, \\\T\\\ < ||T|| • HI 1 HI = \\T\\. On the other hand, let T G M be a positive operator 
and e > 0. By the spectral decomposition theorem, there is a nonzero projection F in M 
such that T> ( | |7 ' | | -e)F. By Corollary 10.17, |||r||| > (\\T\\ - e) • |||F||| = \\T\\-e. Hence 
lll^ lll > II^ H — £• This proves that |||y ||| = |j7"j| for every positive operator T 'm.M and therefore 
for every operator T in M. • 
We end this section with the following lemma. 
Lemma 10.21. Let {^, x) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra such that Aut(^#, T) acts on 
j % ergodically. If\\\ • \\\ is a normalized symmetric gauge semi-norm associated to ^ with do-
main J', then J1 D J? (^Jt) and ||| • ||| is a normalized symmetric gauge semi-norm on ^{^). 
Proof. Let E be a finite projection in M such that x(E) — 1. Then |||is ||| = 1. Suppose that F is 
a finite projection in M such that n < x(F) < n + 1. Since Aut(^#, T) acts on M ergodically, 
by induction, there are mutually orthogonal finite projections E\,E2,--- ,E„+\ in Ji, x(E\) — 
••• = x{En+i) = 1, such that E\ + • • •+£„< F < Ex + • • • + En+X. By Corollary 10.17, |||F||| < 
|||£i -I VEn+\ HI < n + 1. So every finite projection is in J. Hence J D J (Jf). D 
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CHAPTER 11 
KY FAN NORMS ON J {Jt) 
Let („#, T) be a serai-finite von Neumann subalgebra of a type IL, factor {J(\, T\) and 0 < t < 
°°. For T € ^ , define |||r|||(,), the Ky Fan t-th norm ofT, by 
WAV ' = 0; 
III^ IIIW = | )!^s{T)ds, 0 < f < l ; 
ti&(T)ds, K / < o o . 
Recall that c2f(j%) is the set of unitary operators in ^ and £?{^) is the set of projections 
in ^#. Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1, we can prove the following lemmas. 
Lemma 11.1. For 0 < t < I, t\\\T\\\{t) = sap{\xi(UTE)\ : U € <%{Jt\), E e &>(JZ\), xx{E) = 
' }• 
Lemma 11.2. For 1 < / < 00, |||r|||{?) = mp{\xx{UTE)\ : 17 e <2r(^i), E G &{J£\), %\(E) = 
' }• 
Similar to the proof Theorem 5.2, we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 11.3. For 0 < t < °°, ||| • |||(,) is a normalized symmetric gauge norm associated to 
{Jt,x). 
Corollary 11.4. Let T ^JC and 8 > 0. //|||r|||(1) < 5, then T(*(5i0o)(|r|)) < ^ J 1 1 . 
Proof. We may assume that J{ is a type ILo factor and 7 > 0. By the proof of Lemma 11.1, 
|||r|||(1) = sup{\z(UTE)\ : U € <%{JC),Ez &{J£), x{E) < 1}. 
If t(X(5,<*>){T)) > 1, then there is a sub-projection E of X(5,°°)(T) such that T ( £ ) = 1. Then 
TE > 8E. Hence, |||2"|||(i) > x{TE) > z(8E) = 8. This contradicts the assumption that 
|||r|||{1) < 5. Therefore, T(X{S,^(T)) < 1. So |||r|||(1) > x{Tx{5,~){T)) > x(8X(S^(T)) > 
8T(X(S,OO)(T)). This implies the corollary. • 
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Proposition 11.5. Let (^,x) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra and T € (^,x). Then 
III^ IH^ is a non-increasing continuous function on [0,1] and a non-decreasing continuous func-
tion on [1,°°]. 
Proof. Let 0 < t\ < t2 < 1. Then 
\\\T\\\{t0-\\\T\\\{t2) = y\s(T)ds-y\s(T)ds 
J-ti^ds-^tf^ds
 <Q 
Since jJ-s(T) is right-continuous, |||r|||(() is a non-increasing continuous function on [0,1]. Since 
Ms(^) > 0 fors <E [0,°°), |||7"|||(/) is a non-decreasing continuous function on [1,°°]. • 
Proposition 11.6. Let (^,x) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the following 
conditions: 
1. Aut(^#, t ) acts on M ergodically; 
2. for every finite projection E in J£, {JZE^E) satisfies the weak Dixmier property, 
and let ]|| • ||| be a normalized symmetric gauge norm on ^  (^#). Then for every T € J? ( ^ ) , 
mid) < nil-
Proof We can assume that T is a positive operator in J1' {Jt}. Then there is a finite projection 
F in J£ such that T — FTF e JKF- We can assume that x(F) = k is a positive integer. By the as-
sumption of the proposition, {J£F, Xp) satisfies the weak Dixmier property. By Theorem 3.27, 
either (^F,XF) is a diffuse von Neumann algebra or {^p, XF) is *-isomorphic to a von Neu-
mann subalgebra of (M„(C),xn) that contains all diagonal matrices. In either case, there is a 
projection E in ^#, E < F, such that x(E) — 1 and |||yIH(l> = ll|£^£|||(i)- By Corollary 10.9 
and Proposition 10.5, \\\ETE\\\ < \\\T\\\. By Theorem 3.30, | | |£r£|| | (1) < \\\ETE\\\ < \\\T\\\. • 
Example 11.7. The Ky Fan n-th norm of a compact operator T e (&(Jl£'),Tr) is 
\\\T\\\(n)=Sl(T) + ---+S»(T) 
and 
\\\T\\\H=S1(T)+S2(T) + ---. 
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Corollary 11.8. Let || • ||| be a normalized unitarily invariant norm on 33 (JF). Then for every 
TeJiJtf), 
si{T)<\\\T\\\<Sl(T)+S2(T) + ---. 
Proof. By Proposition 11.6, s\(T) = |||r|||n) < lll^ lll- On the other hand, we may assume 
that T is a positive operator in J$ {J^f). Then T is unitarily equivalent to a diagonal operator 
sx{T)Ei + ••• +sn{T)En. Hence, |||r||| = |||si{T)EX + • • •+s„(T)E„\\\ <sl(T) + --- +s„(T). D 
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CHAPTER 12 
DUAL NORMS OF SYMMETRIC GAUGE NORMS ON 
J(Jt) 
Throughout this section, we assume that (^#, x) is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra satisfy-
ing the following assumptions. 
• ( ^ # , T ) is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra such that Aut(^#,r) acts on Jt ergodi-
cally; 
• for every finite projection E in M, {^E,?E) satisfies the weak Dixmier property, i.e., for 
every positive operator T € J%E, ^E{T)E is in the operator norm closure of the convex 
hull of {S e -#e : S and T are equi-
measurable}. 
Recall that ^{JK) is the subset of M consisting of operators T in Jt such that T = ETE for 
some finite projection E 6 M. 
12.1 Dual norms 
Let J|| • HI be a norm on J{Jt). For T e J?(Jt), define 
limil^ .T = sup{|r(rx)| i i e / l i ' ) , PHI < i}. 
When no confusion arises, we simply write ||] • |||# or ||| • | | | ^ instead of ||| • | | | ^
 r 
Lemma 12.1. Ill • |||# is a norm on 
Proof. Note that if T € J {Jt) is not 0, then |||r|||# > 4y?p > 0. It is easy to check that ||| • \\f 
satisfies the other conditions for a norm. • 
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Definition 12.2. ||| • ||# is called the dual norm of || • ||| on J {Jt) with respect to x. 
The following lemma follows simply from the definition of dual norm. 
Lemma 12.3. Let ||| • ||| be a norm on J?' (M) and ||| • |||# be the dual norm on Jl (M). Then 
forS,T€j?(^),\T(ST)\<\\\S\l\\\T\f. 
For T G Jt', define | |r| |i = T(|r|). Then ||r| |i = |||^|||(oo). The following corollary is the 
Holder's inequality for operators in 
Corollary 12.4. Let ||| • ||| be a gauge invariant norm on J? (M) and ||| • |||# be the dual norm. 
ThenforSJeJW), W\\\ < |||5||| • |||r|||# 
Proof. By Lemma 11.2, \\ST\\\ = \\\ST\\\H = sup{\x(UST)\ : U G <^(>f)}. By Lemma 12.3 
and Lemma 10.3, \x(UST)\ < \\\US\\\ • \\\T\\\# = \\\S\\\ • |||r|||#. D 
Let £ be a (non-zero) finite projection in M. Recall that ME = EME is a finite von 
Neumann algebra with a faithful normal tracial state XE such that XE(T) = ^ n ^or ^ € ^E- If 
I • HI is a norm on ME, the dual norm of T G ME with respect to XE is defined by 
\\\T\\\%tZE = suP{|%(rx)| -.xeME, IMI < i}. 
Lemma 12.5. Suppose ||| • ||| is a unitarily invariant norm on J> {M). Let E be a non-zero finite 
projection in M and T G ME- Then 
i*.r=^)-ni L4£,T£' 
Proof. Since T = ETE, for every X G J {Jl\ x(TX) = x{ETEX) = x{ETEEXE) = x(E) 
xE(ETEEXE). If |||X||| < 1, then \\\EXE\\\ < \\\X\\\ by Proposition 10.5. This implies that 
I I I * , * = suP{\x(TX)\:Xe^(M),\\\X\\\<l} 
= sup{\z(TX)\:X€jeE,\\\X\\\<1} 
= x(E)-sup{\xE(TX)\:XeME,\\\X\\\<l} 
= m-\\\Tt* > T £ -
D 
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Note that for two operators S, T in ^{JK), there is a finite projection E in M such that 
S,T e .-"#£. By Lemma 12.5, Proposition 6.5 and Proposition 6.6, we have the following propo-
sition. 
Proposition 12.6. Let \\\ • ||| be a norm on ^{JZ). We have the following: 
1. //HI • HI is a unitarily invariant norm on ^(j%), then ||| • |||# is also a unitarily invariant 
norm on J? (*/#)/ 
2. if (I) • I is a symmetric gauge norm on J? {^), then ||| • ||| is also a symmetric gauge 
norm on ^(J%). 
Furthermore, if\\\ • \\\ is a normalized symmetric norm, i.e., ^E\^ = 1 if%{E) = 1, then ||| • |||# is 
also a normalized symmetric norm. 
By Lemma 12.5, and Lemma 6.8, we have the following Lemma. 
Lemma 12.7. Let ||| • ||| be a symmetric gauge norm on J? {^). IfT = a\E\-\ h anEn is a 
positive simple operator in
 c ^ (^# ) , then 
HI T\f = sup i J akbkz{Ek) : S=blEl + --- + bnEn > 0, \\\S\\\ < 1 1 . 
12.2 Dual norms of Ky Fan norms 
Theorem 12.8. For T € J {3tf) and k = 1,2, •••,«>, 
r f t ) = m a x | | | r | | ^ | | r | | i } > 
where \\\T\\\{k)=s:(T) + ---+sk(T),\\T\\l=Tr(\T\)=s](T)+s2(T) + --- and ± = 0. 
Proof. For T e ^(Jff), there is a finite rank projection E such that T = ETE e &{.J>5?)E- Let 
Tr(£) = n. Then SS^M'^E — Mn{G). First assume k <°°. We may assume that n > k. Then 
lll^ lll(jt) =^ 111^ 111(4)




If * = «,, then Hiring = |||r|||#B) by Lemma 12.7. Since ±\\Th < | |r| | , \\\T\\\#H = \\\T\\\*n) = 
max{||r||,i||r||1} = ||r||. n 
Theorem 12.9. Let J£ be a type 11^ factor and 0 <t <°°. Then for all T € J? {Jt), 
max{?||r |U|r| | i}, ifO<t< 1; 
\¥ 111(0 - \ 
[ max{||7'|t,-i||7'||i}, i / K K « o . 
Proof. Let T 6 J? {J%) and 0 < t < °°. There is a finite projection £ in JK such that T = ETE 
is in ^ £ . We can assume that x{E) —n>t. Let %E{ESE) —
 Ttg) • Then (^E,*E) is a type 
III factor and T£ is the unique tracial state on ^g- If 0 < f < 1, by Lemma 11.1, 
t\\T\\{t) = sup{|T(t/7'£')l : £/ e ^ ( ^ ) , £ ' G ^ M i ) , T ( £ ' ) = /} 
= T ( £ ) • sup{|r£(t/7 ,^ /)l : ^ € ^{JKE),E' e &>(J?E), ^E{E') = V"} 
_. / r-*\ III T 1 III J 111 T> III 
= T ( £ ) - r\\\ (L ) =t\\\T\\\(L) T , . 
Hence, ||{^ "ill(f) = lll^lll(i),T£- By L e m m a 12.5 and Theorem 6.17, 
F | | | ' ) = , ( £ ) . ( | | | 7 - j l | ( ; ) , t t ) ^ j i = n m a x { ^ | | 7 ' | | , | | r | h i t t } 
= max{7||r||,| |r[|i}. 
If 1 < / < oo, then llirm^) = ?|||^|||(i) xE- By Lemma 12.5 and Theorem 6.17, 
= maxi | | r | | , - | |7 l 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 6.17, HiriH^ = • 
12.3 Second dual norms 
Theorem 12.10. Let ( ^ # , T ) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the following 
conditions: 
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1. Aut(*/#, T) acta o« Jt ergodically; 
2. for every finite projection E in J?, (^E,?E) is a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying 
the weak Dixmier property. 
/f||| • HI is a symmetric gauge norm on 
and III • |||## = 
, then is also a symmetric gauge norm on 
on 
Proof By Proposition 12.6, n# is a symmetric gauge norm on . Furthermore, both 
HI • HI** and HI • HI are symmetric gauge norms on ^{^). We need to prove that ||jy []| = Mrm** 
for every positive operators T 6 ^{JZ). Let E be a finite projection in J£ such that T e J(E-
By Lemma 12.5 and Theorem 6.19, 
n## 
-^ 
= suP{|T(7'J0|:jre^(^) ) | |W| 
= sup{T(£) • \xE{TX)\ :XEJ?E, WI^,T < 1} 
= sup{|T£(r(T(£)X))| : I G ^ , lx{E)Xl%^E < 1} 
i## 




A REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
Throughout this section, we assume that (^#, T) is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra. 
Lemma 13.1. Let f(x) = Y,1=i akX[a^i,ak){x)> where a\ > aj > • • • > a„ > 0(= an+\) and 
0 = Oo < a\ < • • • < a„ < oo. For T e Jt, define 
\TW\f = j0 f(sMT)ds. 
Then 
n 
infill/ = X m i n{«A, i } (%-«/ t+ i ) III^III («*)• 
Proof. Since t\\\T\\\{t) = ^p^[T)ds for 0 < t < 1 and |||r|||w = &iis{T)ds for 1 < s < °°, 
summation by parts shows that 
r°° ru\ [U„ 
\\\T\\\f= f(s)l*s(T)ds = ai ^(T)ds + --- + an ^s{T)ds 
JO JO ia„_i 
n 
= Xmin{°?fc. !}(«* —«*+i)lll7'IH(cft)-
a 
Corollary 13.2. 77*e worn ||| • |||y defined as above is a symmetric gauge associated to J( 
and therefore a symmetric gauge norm on J? {*d£). Furthermore, if x{E) — 1 then |||is|||/ = 
Jof(x)dx. 
Lemma 13.3. Let („#, T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra and E e J£ be a {non-zero) 
finite projection. Suppose ^E is a diffuse von Neumann algebra and T,X € ME are positive 
operators such that T = a\E\ -I \-anEn, E\-\ \-En = E, andx{E\) = • • • = x{En). Then 
there is a sequence of simple positive operators Xn G ME satisfying the following conditions: 
1. 0<Xi <X2 < ••• <X and hence 0<Hs(Xi) < ^ls(X2) < • • • < /xs{X) for all s e [0,~) ; 
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2. lim„^oolls{X„) = ns(X)for almost alls G [0,°°); 
3. there exists an rn G N such that T — a„t\E„ti H h an^nE„yrri andX = b„t\Fni\ H h 
bn,rnFn,r„, where En>\ H h£„ /B = Fn,\ -\ \-Fn,r„ = E and x(E„ti) = x(FnJ)for 1 < 
i,j<r„. 
Proof. Since ME is diffuse, there is a separable diffuse abelian von Neumann subalgebra stf of 
J%E such that I G J < / . By Lemma 2.6, there is a *-isomorphism 0 from srf onto £°°[0,1] such 
that xE = /<j o&c • 0. Let /(*) = 6{X). We can choose a sequence of simple functions fn(x) in 
L°°[0,1] such that 0 < f\ (x) < fi{x) < • • • < f{x) and \\mn^^ fn{x) = f(x) for almost all x. Let 
X„ = d~x{fn{s)). ThenX„ G JKE and 0 < Xx < X2 < • • • < X. By Lemma 9.5, 
HS(T) = inf{||rF|| : F G &{Jt), T ( F X ) = s} 
= M{\\TF\\ : F G ^ ( ^ ) , ^ ( F 1 ) = sx(E)} =f (x(E)s), 
where /*(x) is the non-increasing rearrangement of f(x). Therefore, we obtain 1 and 2. To 
obtain 3, we need only to construct fn(x) = ttn,\Xl„ i (XH r- oc„trnXi„r (x) s u c n m a t w(4,i) = 
••• = m ( V J = ^ g i i 5 f o r s o m e ^ G N . D 
Let # be the set of non-increasing, non-negative, right continuous simple functions f{x) on 
[0,oo) with compact supports such that /J f{x)dx < 1. 
Theorem 13.4. Z,e? ( ^ # , T ) 6e a semi-finite von Neumann algebra satisfying the following 
conditions: 
1. Aut(^#, T) acte o« M ergodically; 
2. for every finite projection E in M, {J%E, TE) is a finite von Neumann algebra satisfying 
the weak Dixmier property. 
If\\\ • HI is a normalized symmetric gauge norm on ^ (M), then there is a subset 5"' of$ con-
taining the characteristic function on [0,1] such that for all T G J^ (J%), |||r||| = sup{|||r|||y : 
/en 
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Proof. Suppose ||| • ||| is a normalized symmetric gauge norm on M', Let 
d' = {MsW : ^ s a simple positive operator inaf(^'), \\\X\\f < 1}. 
For every positive operatorX <E ^(M) such that |||X|||# < 1, by Proposition 11.6, /0 jis{X)ds = 
lll^ "lll(l) < IIWf < 1- Hence 5 ' c 5 and jis{E) = X[o,i](s) G $ if E is a projection such that 
x{E) = 1. For T e J{Jt), define 
III 7 1 ' = sup{||| 7 1 / :fe#}. 
By Corollary 13.2, ||| • |||' is a symmetric gauge norm on
 af(^'). By Lemma 10.12, to prove 
that |j| • HI' = I] • |||, we need to prove |||r|| ' = |||r||| for every positive simple operator T £ J? (^) 
such that T = a\E\ -\ 1- a„E„ and z(E\ ) = ••• = x{E„) = c > 0. 
By Lemma 12.7 and Theorem 12.10, 
mi=svpyYd<*kbk-.x=bxEX+---+b„En>Q, i w # < i i . 
Note that if X = b\E\ -\ \- bnEn is a simple positive operator in ^\M) and |||X|||# < 1, 
then te(X) e & and |||r|||As(x) = /0~ns{X)^{T)ds = cZk=l4b*k, where {a*} and {b\} are 
nondecreasing rearrangements of {ak} and {6,t}, respectively. By the Hardy-Littlewood-Polya 
Theorem, X£=1 a A < I£ = 1 a ^ | . Hence, 
HI r||| = s u p i c X ***>*:* = M i + --- + ^ > 0 , | | | X | | | # < l l 
<sup{| | |7 ' | | | / : /G3 f '} = 1117-111'. 
We need to prove that |||7'|||' < |j|2"|||. LetX € J'{J{) be a positive simple operator such 
that |||X|||# < 1. We need to prove that |||7lMs(jr) < III Till- Since T,X e J{Jt\ there is a finite 
projection E € Jt such that T,X 6 ME-
First, we assume that T = a\E\ -\ \-arEr mdX = b\F\ -\ \- brFr, where E\ ^ \-Er — 
F H \-Fr=E, x{Et) = T(/=}•) = c for 1 < ij <r,al>-->arandbl>->br.LetY = 
b\E\+-- - + brEr. Then jXs{Y) = jUs(X). Since T(F,-) = r(Fy) = c for 1 < /,y < r and Aut(M, T) 
acts on ^# ergodically, there is a 0 € Aut(M,x) such that 9(Ej) — F; for 1 < z < r. Hence 
Q{Y) =X. Since ||| • |||# is a symmetric gauge norm, |||y|||# = |||X|||# < 1. By Corollary 12.4, 
HIT-HI > T(7T) = c l ^ = 1 akbk = £Vs{Y)Vs{T)ds = / 0 ~ ^ ( Z ) ^ ( r ) J 5 = |||r|||MvW. 
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Now we consider the general case. Since (ME^E) satisfies the weak Dixmier property, by 
Theorem 3.27, ME is either a finite dimensional von Neumann algebra such that xiF) — x(F') 
for every two minimal projections F and F' or ME is a diffuse von Neumann algebra. The first 
case is obvious. It ME is a diffuse von Neumann algebra, by Lemma 13.3, we can construct a 
sequence of simple positive operators^ G J? {M) satisfying the following conditions: 
1. 0 < X\ < X2 < • • • < X and hence 0 < ixs{Xx) < ixs(X2) <•••< ^S{X) for all s G [0,°°); 
2. lim„_oo^(X„) = /J-S(X) for almost all s G [0,°°); 
3. there exists an r„ G N such that T = an^E„:\ ^ \-an/nEn^n and X = bniiF„}\ -\ h 
bn,rnFn,r„, where £„,i + • • •+£„,,•„ = F„:1 + • • • +Fn/n = E and T(£„,,-) = T(F„J) for 1 < 
i,j < n. 
By 1 and Corollary 10.6, |||X„|||# < |||jf ||| < 1 for all n = 1,2, • • •. By 3 and above arguments, for 
every n, |||7l|| > |||7l||^ .(;c-„). By 1, 2 and the Monotone Convergence theorem, 
poo poo 
\\\T\\\fh(X)= &(X)te(T)ds=lim ^{Xn)^s{T)ds 
= lim |||r||L (v) < \\\T\\\. 
D 
Corollary 13.5. Let (M,T) be a semi-finite von Neumann algebra as in Theorem 13.4, and 
let I • HI be a normalized symmetric gauge norm on J?(M). Then ||| • ||| can be extended to a 
normalized symmetric gauge norm ||| • |||' associated to M. 
Proof. For T G M, define |||7,|||' = max{|||7,|||/: / € # ' } . Then ||| • |||' is an extension of ||| • |||. D 
Remark 13.6. In Corollary 13.5, the extension is not unique. Indeed, define ||| • ||| on £3(3%') 
by lll^ lll = || 711 if T is a finite rank operator and |||r||| = » if T is an infinite rank operator. It 
is easy to see that ||| • ||| defines a unitarily invariant norm associated to ^(Jf 7 ) such that the 
restriction of || • j on ^ (Jif) is the operator norm. 
Corollary 13.7. Let ||| • ||| be a normalized symmetric norm on Z,°°[0,°°). Then there is a subset 
#' offi containing the characteristic function on [0,1] such that for all T G
 <^(L°°[0,°°)), 
|||r||| = sup{|||r|||/:/Gn 
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CHAPTER 14 
UNITARILY INVARIANT NORMS RELATED TO 
FACTORS 
Recall that $ is the set of non-increasing, non-negative, right continuous simple functions 
f(x) on [0,oo) with compact supports such that /0 f(x)dx < 1. 
Theorem 14.1. Let ^ be a semi-finite factor and let ||| • ||| be a normalized unitarily invariant 
norm on ^ ( ^ # ) . Then there is a subset $' of$ containing the characteristic function on [0,1] 
such that for all T € f{JZ), |||7l| = sup{|||7T||j/ : fe&}. 
Proof. Combining Theorem 13.4 and Proposition 10.13, we obtain the theorem. • 
Let J£ = 38(31?) and x = Tr. By the proof of Theorem 13.4, if / € $', then f(s) = HS(X) 
for some finite rank operator^ e @(Jf),X>0 and |||X|||# < 1. Write fis(X) = s\ (X)X[o,\)(s) + 
S2{X)X[\,2){S) ~\ > where s\ (X),S2(X),- • • , are s-numbers ofX. Since /0 /u.s(X) < 1, s\ (X) < 
1. By Lemma 7.1 and simple computations, for every T E ^/(Jif), 
\\\T\\\MX)=s1(X)sl(T)+s2(X)s2(T) + --., 
where s\(T),s2(T),--- , ares-numbers of T. 
Let^ — {(<3i,«2,-") •' 1 >a\ >«2 > ••' > 0anda„ ^ 0 for finitely manyrc}. For (01,02, •• •) 
G <S and r e / ( / ) , define 
ll|7'lll(ai,02,...) = a\sx(T) + a2s2(T) + •••. (14.0.1) 
Then IH^IH^,,^,...) = \\\T\\\f is a unitarily invariant norm on ^(Jif), where f(x) =a\X[o,\){x) + 
a2X[\)2)(x) H . By identifying fis(X) with (s\ (X),s2(X),- • •) in Sf, we obtain the following 
corollary. 
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Corollary 14.2. Let ||| • ||| be a unitarily invariant norm on ^(M*). Then there is a subset CSI 
of<&, (1,0, • • •) € #' , such that for all T e J (JP), 
|||r||| = swp{a\Si(T) + a2S2(T)-i : (a],a2,---) £ 5f'}, 
where S[(T),s2(T),- • • ares-numbers ofT. 
Similar to the proof of Corollary 14.2, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 14.3. Let ||| • ||| be a normalized symmetric gauge norm on ^ ( / " ( N ) ) . Then there is 
a subset <£' of $, (1,0, • ••) e # ' , such that for all {xx,x2,---) € . / ( / " (N)) , 
|||(xi,X2,---)||| = SUp{fliX* + a2*2 ^  : (01)«2,"-) € ^ ' } , 
where {x\,x^,• • •) is the nonincreasingrearrangement of{\x\\, \x2\, • • •). 
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PART III 





Let J£ be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space Jf . A von Neumann sub-
algebra JV of ^# is singular if the only unitary operators in ^ satisfying the condition 
UJYU* = JY are those in jY. The study of singular von Neumann subalgebras has a long 
and rich history (see for instance [3, 17, 26, 27, 28]). Recently, there is a remarkable progress 
on singular maximal abelian von Neumann subalgebras in type Hi factors (see [37, 31, 39]). 
In [37], Allan Sinclair and Roger Smith introduced a concept of asymptotic homomorphism 
property. In [31], a concept of weak asymptotic homomorphism property is introduced. Re-
markably, in [39], it was shown that every singular maximal abelian von Neumann subalgebra 
in a type Hi factor satisfies the weak asymptotic homomorphism property. As a corollary, the 
tensor product of singular maximal abelian von Neumann subalgebras in type II i factors is 
proved to be a singular maximal abelian von Neumann subalgebra in the tensor product of type 
IIj factors (see [39]), which was a long-standing problem. 
It is very natural to ask the following question: if JV\ and JY2 are singular von Neumann 
subalgebras of ^#j and ^2, respectively, is JV\®J/2 singular in ^#1 <g>^ #2? It turns out this 
is not always true. Let Jt\ = M3(C) and jY\ = M2(C) ©C. Then P = 
' 1 0 0 ' 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
/ 0 0 0 ^ 
0 0 0 are central projections in JY\ and jY[ = {P,Q}'. Suppose U G J{\ is a uni-
V° ° lJ 
tary matrix such that U^V\U* = JY[. Then UPU* = P and UQU* - Q (because adU pre-
serves the center of JV\ and %{P) — | , x(Q) = \, where T is the normalized trace on M^(C)). 
So U € {P,Q}' = JY[. This implies that JY\ is singular in Jt\. Let J£2 = ^(/2(N)) and 
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JVl = Jt2. Then ^ ® ^ ( / 2 ( N ) ) = M2(C)®^(/2(N)) ©C®^( / 2 (N) ) is not singular in 
J£\ ®^(/2(N)) = M3(C)®^(/2(N)). Indeed, let V be an isometry from /2(N) onto C2 ® 
(o v\ 
/2(N). Then U= is a unitary operator in M3(C) <g>^(/2(N)) such that 
> V* 0 I 
t / ( ^ ® @{l2(N)))U* = ^ i ® ^ ( / 2 (N)) . 
Since U is not in jY[®38{l2(K)), J/[®38{l2(n)) is not singular in J£\ ®^(/2(N)). Indeed, 
^ ®^(/2(N)) is regular in ^ ®^(/2(N)). 
Let ^# be a von Neumann algebra and JY be a von Neumann subalgebra of ^#. If the von 
Neumann algebra
 tyf /®^'(J^) is singular in ^ # ® < ^ ( ^ ) for every Hilbert space J?T, then ,/K 
is said to be completely singular in j % . In this Part, we prove that if J/ is a singular maximal 
abelian von Neumann subalgebra or if Jf is a singular sub factor of a type II i factor Jl, then 
<yK is completely singular in M. For every type II i factor J£, we construct a singular von 
Neumann subalgebra JV which is not completely singular. The main result of this Part is a 
characterization of complete singularity. We give some applications of the main result in the 
last chapter of this Part. 
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CHAPTER 16 
NORMALIZER AND NORMALIZING GROUPOID 
Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and let JV be a von Neumann subalgebra of Jt, Then 
^fl^f(^V) denotes the normalizer of JV in Jt: 
^j({^) = {U e ^ : t/ is a unitary operator, UJVU* = •/K}, 
and (SW^c/f) denotes the (two-sided) normalizing groupoid of jV in ^#: 
<59r^(</K) = { F e J ' : Fisa partial isometry with initial space £and 
final spaceF such thatJF.F G JYK\&VJYEV* = jYF}, 
where JYE — EJYE and JVF = FJYF. JY is singular in ^# if and only if "^^{jY)", the 
von Neumann algebra generated by yijg{jY), is JY. Recall that JY is regular in ^ if 
If „ # is a finite von Neumann algebra and o/K is a maximal abelian von Neumann subal-
gebra of J&, then V G <S9T^!(^) if and only if there is a unitary operator U G ytjz{-jY) and 
a projection £ G ^ f such that V = UE ([17], Theorem 2.1). In other words: any partial isom-
etry that normalizes JY extends to a unitary operator that normalizes JV . As a corollary, we 
have 0 ^ 2 W = «rU(-^)" , >-e., the von Neumann algebra generated by the normalizing 
groupoid of JY in M is the von Neumann algebra generated by the normalizer of JY in J£. If 
^ is an infinite factor, e.g., type III, and JY = J%, then there is an isometry in ^ which can 
not be extended to a unitary operator in M. The following example tells us that even the weak 
form <&W!^{JY)" = ^j({JY)" can fail. Let Ji = M3(C) and JY = M2(C) ©C. As we point 
out in the introduction, JY is singular in Ji, i.e., ^1^{JY)" = JY. Simple computations show 
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^ 0 0 0 ^ 
that V = is in ®m{%(^V). Note that V is not in JV. 0 0 1 
y 0 1 0 j 
Let V\, V2 £ Jt be two partial isometries in (SW^pK) and Et = F,* -^ G ^K, / = 1,2. We 
say V\ •< Vj if E\ < Ei and Fj = ViE\. It is obvious that < is a partial order on the set of 
partial isometries in (59T^!(yK). Let {Va} be a totally ordered subset of CSJOT^MO- Then 
V = lima Fa (in strong operator topology) exists and V £ 091: 1{JY). 
Lemma 16.1. If\M is a finite von 'Neumann algebra and JV is a subfactor of M, then for 
yV (21 ever  V G <&V\jy{^V), there is a unitary operator U G 91.^(^0 such that V •< U. In particular, 
(21 Proof By Zorn's lemma, there is a maximal element W G ^ >(yi\J(J/) such that V < W. Let 
E = W*WmdF = WW*. ThenF,F ^ 0 and F , F G ^ . We need to prove E = I. IfE ^ I, then 
F y£ I since ^ is finite. So / — E,I — F G c/K are not 0. Since o/K is a factor, there is a partial 
isometry V\£JV with initial space Fi, a non-zero subprojection ofl — E, and final space £2. a 
non-zero subprojection of E. Let F' be the range space of WEi. ThenF' = WE^W* £jY. Since 
JV is a factor, there is a partial isometry VI£JY with initial space F2, a non-zero subprojection 
of F', and final space F\, a non-zero subprojection of I — F. Now ff7 = V2WV] is a partial 
isometry with initial space E\ <I — E and final space F\ <I — F. Simple computation shows 
that W + W' £ ©9T2 MO- N o t e faatV^W^W + W1 mdW^W + W'. This contradicts the 
maximality of W. • 
Lemma 16.2. Let jtft be a von Neumann algebra and JV be an abelian von Neumann subal-
gebra ofJK. Then ©OT^MO" = S'WMO''-
Proo/ Let ^ = 9 V M 0 " . We only need to prove that (SW^MO" £ ^ l - For F G ^ 
a partial isometry, define >2"{V) = {W € ^#1 : JT is a partial isometry and W -< V}. Suppose 
V ^ JZ\. By Zorn's lemma, we can choose a maximal element W G y{V) such that V — W ^ 0 
and S*(V -W) = {0}. Since W £Jt\,V £Jt\ if and only if K - W £ Jt\. Therefore, we can 
assume that V ^ 0 and S^V) = {0}. Let E = V*V and F = F F \ Then F ^ 0 and F ^ 0. 
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If F = F, let U = V + (I-E). Then U G O T ^ ( ^ ) and V = UE G Ji\. It is a contradiction. 
If F ^ F, we can assume that Fi = £(7 — F) ^ 0 (otherwise consider F*). Let Fi = VE\ and 
Fi be the final space of V\. Then V\ G ©9rJ MO with initial space E\ <I — F and final space 
F\ < F such that 0 ^ V\ < V. Let (7 = V\ + V{ + (I-Ei-F\). Then U G Wjt(jY) and 
V\ = UEX G ^Ti. Note that V\±Q and V\ < V. 5^{V) £ {0}. It is a contradiction. • 
If JV is singular in Jt and F G JV is a projection, yJ£ (= EJt'E) may be not singular in 
JZE. For example, let Jt = M3(C) and JY = M2(C) ©C and 
0 0 0 
F = 0 1 0 €JK. 
[o o ij 
Then JVE is not singular in ME- But we have the following result. 
Lemma 16.3. Let jV be a singular von Neumann subalgebra of^C andE G J/ be a projection. 
IfjV is a countably decomposable, properly infinite von Neumann algebra, then jVg is singular 
in , 
Proof. Let P be the central support of E relative to Jf. Then there are central projections P\, 
Pi of Jf such that P\ + P2 = P and P\E is finite and PiE is properly infinite. Let E\ =P\E and 
E2 — P2E. Then the central supports of E\ and E2 are P\ and Pi, respectively. Since P\ is a 
properly infinite countably decomposable projection and E\ is a finite projection in jYpx and the 
central support of E\ is P\, it follows that P\ is a countably infinite sum of projections {E\n} in 
JY, where each E\„ is equivalent to E\ in jVpx (see for instance, Corollary 6.3.12 of [21], volume 
2). For n G N, let ffltt be a partial isometry in JYPX such that W^nW\n = Fi„ and W\nW{n = Fi. 
Since P2 and F2 are properly infinite projections in Jfp^ with same central support P2 and 
jVp^ is countably decomposable, Pi and F2 are equivalent in J/p^ (see for instance, Corollary 
6.3.5 of [21], volume 2). Since F2 is properly infinite in jV, it can be decomposed into a 
countably infinite sum of projections {F2„}, each Ein is equivalent to F2 and hence to F2. For 
n G N, let W2n be a partial isometry in JI/P1 such that W2*nWin = F2„ and WinW2\ — Ei. Let 
^« = Wi„ + W2n G ^ . Then W*W„ = Eu+E2n and WnW* =EX+E2=E. 
Suppose V is a unitary operator in ME such that VJ/E V* = JVE • Define U = £~= x W* VWn + 
(I-P1-P2). Then U is a unitary operator and U* = I~ = { WJ V* Wn + (I - P\ - P2). For any 
UTU*= £ ^ F W ^ r ^ * F * r M + ( / - P i - P 2 ) 7 \ 
Note that WmTW* G ^ , VWmTW*V* G ./*£. So C/rC/* G ^ . Similarly, t/*7T/ G ^K. Thus 
U G St.* MO- Since ^ is singular in M, U G ./K. Therefore, H^F^i = U{E]n + E2n) & J/'. 
SoV = EVE = W\WfVWxWZ £ JVE- This implies that JYE is singular in ME • • 
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CHAPTER 17 
EXAMPLES OF COMPLETELY SINGULAR 
SUBALGEBRAS 
Theorem 17.1. Let jYbe a von Neumann subalgebra of M and JV be a Hilbert space. If 
^ S ( ^ ) " = 9 U M T > then W^®<g{x){jr &&{#))" = Kjc{Jf)"'®SB{X). 
Combining Theorem 17.1, Lemma 16.1 and Lemma 16.2, we have the following corollar-
ies. 
Corollary 17.2. If ^ is a type II i factor and jY is a singular subfactor of' jfo', then JY is 
completely singular in ^#. 
Corollary 17.3. IfjY is a singular MAS A of a von Neumann algebra ^ , then JY is completely 
singular in M. 
To prove Theorem 17.1, we need the following lemmas. We consider dimJf = 2 first, 
which motivates the general case. 
| M A2 \ Lemma 17.4. Let U = be a unitary operatorin jfo'®M2(ff). Then the following 
\Ai A4 J 
conditions are equivalent: 
1. U{JY®M2{<C))W=^JY®M2{C); 
2. AiXA*j € JY andA*XAj G JYfor allX € J/', 1 < ij < 4. 
Proof. It is easy to see that U{JY^M2(C))U* = JY^M2(C) if and only if U(JY®M2(C))U* 
C JY®M2{C) and U* {JY ® M2(C))U C JY®M2{C). Note that U (JY ® M2(C))U* C JY'<§ 
M2(C)ifandonlyif 
X 0\ ( 0 x \ ( 0 Q\ [ 0 0 
U\ \U*,U\ \U*,U\ \U*,U\ \U*eJY 
0 0 J I 0 0 J \X 0 J \0X 
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for a\\Xe JY. Simple computations show that V'(JY<g> M2(C))U* C JY®M2(C) if and only 
\fAiXA* G JY for all X G JY, 1 < ij < 4. D 
Similarly, we can prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 17.5. Let U = (Ay) be a unitary operator in ^Y ® BS(J(f). Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent: 
1. U(JY®m(JY))U* = JY®SS(X); 
2. AiXA) G JY andA*XAj G JYfor allXeJY,\< i,j < dimJY. 
Let X = 1 and i = j in 2 of Lemma 17.5. We have the following corollary. 
Corollary 17.6. Let U = (Ay) be a unitary operator in JY ®^(JiY) such that 
U(JY®^(JT))U* = JY®SS(X). 
If Ay = VyHy is the polar decomposition of Ay, then Hy G JY, 1 < i,j < dimJiY. 
Lemma 17.7. Let JY be a von Neumann algebra and H be a positive operator in JY and E be 
the closure of the range space ofH. Then the strong-operator closure of ST = {HXH: X G JY) 
isJYE(=EJYE). 
Proof. It is easy to see 2? C jVg. LstH = J^XdE(X) mdEn =E([l/n, °°)). Then lim„_^ oo E„ = 
£ in strong-operator topology. Set Hn=EnH+ (I — E„). Then Hn is invertible in JY. For 
XeJYE, letZ„ = H~x(EnXEn)H-x G JY. Then 
HX„H = HH-xEnXEnH~xH = EnXEn -> £X£ = X 
in the strong-operator topology. Hence, the strong-operator closure of 2Y contains JYg. D 
Lemma 17.8. Suppose JY is a von Neumann subalgebra of^Y and A € ^YY satisfies AJY A* C 
JY andA*JYA C jY. Let A = VH be the polar decomposition and E = V*V, F = VV*. Then 
H,E,F eJY andVe ®yPl(jY). 
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Proof. By the assumption, A* I A = H2 G JV. So H G JY and E = R(H)<E^V, where /?(//) is the 
closure of range space ofH. By symmetry, F G ^ . Note that AXA* — VHXHV* C FJVF = 
^ for all AT e ^K. By Lemma 17.7, PV^F* C JYF. By A*XA C ^ for all A" G ./K and similar 
arguments, V*jVFV C ^ . So JfF C F ^ F * . Thus F ^ F * = ^ , i.e., K G &tf%{Jf). D 
The proof of Theorem 17.1. Let U\ G I%\JZ(JY) and F be a unitary operator in ^ ( J ^ ) . Then 
U\ ® K G W^,§#(.^)(./f <§^(Jf)) . This implies that 
Conversely, suppose £/ = (Aij) is a unitary operator in Ji® £3{J4f) such that 
Let i4/y = Pj///iy be the polar decomposition of Ay. By Lemma 17.5, Corollary 17.6 and 
Lemma 17.8, Hu G JV and Vu G (SSt^pK). By the assumption of Theorem 17.1, Vu G 
WjeW'. So C/ G 9 U M T ® ^ P O . i.e., 
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CHAPTER 18 
SINGULARITY AND COMPLETE SINGULARITY 
Proposition 18.1. If JV is a singular but not a completely singular von Neumann subalgebra 
of J%, then there is a von Neumann subalgebra ^£\ of M and a Hilbert space J f such that 
JV' ^  Ji\, JYis singular in J{\ and J/®SS(J(f) is regular in Jt\ ®£3{X). 
Proof. Since JY is not completely singular in M, there is a Hilbert space JT such that Jzf = 
^jz®sg(X){^®^{-^))" i JV®&{X). Since Jf®S&{X) C i f C Jt®S6{X), i f = 
M\ ®Sg{Jlf) for some von Neumann algebra M\, jV C ^ c M. Since JV is singular in 
J{, JV is singular in J{\. Since 
JY®0§{X) is regular in JZX <&38(X). D 
Proposition 18.2. If ^ is a type \\\ factor, then there is a singular von Neumann subalgebra 
Jf of J{ such that JV ^ J{ and JV<g>^(/2(N)) is regular in JZ®33(12{K)). In particular, 
jV is not completely singular. 
Proof. Let ^ \ be a type I3 subfactor of J£ and ^ 2 = M[^\M. Then M2 is a type II) factor. 
We can identify Jt with M^(C)<§>^#2 and J(\ with M-s(C)®CI. With this indentification, let 
JV = (M2(C) © C) ® ^ #2. Then 
' 1 0 0 » 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
' 0 0 0 ^ 
) I, and Q • 0 0 0 
0 0 1 
are central projections in JY. jY = {P, Q\' V\M and {P, Q}" is the center of^Y. Let U € ^# be 
a unitary operator such that £A/f £/* = </T. Then £/{P, Q}"[/* = {P, Q}". Let T be the unique 
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tracial state on Jt. Then x{P) = \ and x(Q) = f So UPU* = P and UQU* = Q. This implies 
that U G {P, Q}' n ^# = JY and </K is singular in Ji. 
To see ^ ® ^ ( / 2 ( N ) ) is not singular in J(® 33{l2(K)), we identify J{® ^(/2(N)) 
w i t h M 3 ( C ) ® ^ ( / 2 ( N ) ) ® ^ 2 a n d ^ ® ^ ( / 2 ( N ) ) with (M2(C) ©C)<8>«^(/2(N))®^2- Let 
is a unitary operator 
' o y\ 
F be an isometry from /2(N) onto C2 <g> /2(N). Then *7 = 
inM3(C)®^(/2(N)) such that ^((M2(C)ffiC)®^(/2(N)))£/* = (M2(C) ©C)®^(/ 2(N)) . 
Therefore, U®I is a unitary operator in the normalizer of c/K®^(/2(N)). Note that U®I £ 
^K®^(/2(N)) . 
By Proposotion 18.1, there is a von Neumann subalgebra i f of M such that ,/K C jjf and 
^K®^(/2(N)) is regular in i f <gi«^(/2(N)). Since (M2(C) ©C)®^f2 C jgf c M3(C)®.^2, 
by Ge-Kadison's splitting theorem (see [13]), i f = ifi ®^#2 for some von Neumann algebra 
ifi such that M2(C) ©C ^ i f 1 C M3(C). Since M3(C) is the unique von Neumann subalgebra 
of M3(C) satisfies the above condition, S£\ = M3(C). This implies that ^Y®3S{l2{K)) is 




Theorem 19.1. Let jft be a von 'Neumann algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space JV and 
JV be a von Neumann subalgebra ofJ%. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
1. JV is completely singular in ^VV; 
2. JV®&(l2(N)) is singular in JV® 38(ll:(N)); 
3. If 6 E A u t ( ^ ' ) and 0{X) = Xfor allX E Jt'', then 0(7) = Y for all Y e JV'. 
Proof "3 =4> 1". Let J ^ be a Hilbert space and U eJV® £%(JfV) be a unitary operator such that 
U{JV ®3g{JV))U* = JV ®@(JV). Note that {JV ®@(J[f))' = JV' ®CIX and (JV®3§(JV))' 
= JV'®CIX. 0 = adU e Aut(JV'®CIx). Since U € JC®3B{X), Q{X®lx) = X®lx 
for all X € JV'. By the assumption of 3, Y' ®IX = 6{Y®IX) = U{Y®IX)U* for all 
Y e JV'(§>CIX. This implies that U € JV®SS{X). Therefore, JV®3B{Jff) is singular in 
JV®S§{JV). 
"1 => 2" is trivial. 
"2 => 3". By [14], there is a separable Hilbert space JV\ and a faithful normal representation 
0 of JV' such that (f>(JV') acts on ^ in standard form. Let 0\ = <j> • 0 • <f>~1. Then 0\ € 
A u t ^ ^ f ) and 0i (0 (AT)) = 00*0 for all Z G . ^ ' . Now there is a unitary operator t/i e ^ ( J ^ ) 
such that 0i (0(7)) = C/i0(y)£/f for all 7 e JV'. Let ^ and ^#i be the commutants of ${JV') 
and (p(JV') relative to Jt\, respectively. Then JV\ is a von Neumann subalgebra of JV\. Since 
0,(0(X)) = U\Q{X)U\ = $(X) for all X 6 JV', Ux e JV\. Since 0 = adU\ € Aut(p(JV'), 
6 — adU\ G Aut^ i . Now we only need to prove that JV\isa singular von Neumann subalgebra 
of JV\. Then U\ € JV\ and 0i(^(F)) = U\Q{Y)U{ = <p(Y) for all Y e JV'. This implies that 
0(7) = Y for all Y eJV'. 
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By [3] (Theorem 3, page 61), </> = <fe • <fc • ft, where ft (,/K') = ^f"®C/jr, ^ = /2(N), 
§2(JV'®CIX) = {JY'®CIX)E,E<E. {<yV' ®£Ij(f)' = JV ®3S{J(f) and</>3 is a spacial isomor-
phism. We may assume that ft} = W. T h e n ^ = £ ( ^ < g i , ^ ' ( j r ) ) £ a n d ^ i = £ ' ( ^ # ® ^ , ( ^ ) ) £ ' , 
where £ € JV <g> ^ ( JT). By 2, ^ K <§ ^ ( JT) is singular in ^ ® ^ ( JT). Note that JV <g> ^ ( JT) 
is a countably decomposable, properly infinte von Neumann algebra. By Lemma 16.3, jV\ is 
singular in *dt\. D 
Note that in the proof of "3 => 1" of Theorem 19.1, we do not need the assumption that J$? 




20.1 Complete singularity is stable under tensor product 
The proof of the following lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 6.6 of [41] 
Lemma 20.1. Let jtft be a separable von Neumann algebra andjY be a singular von Neumann 
subalgebra of J<6. If si is an abelian von Neumann algebra, then Ji ®si is a singular von 
Neumann subalgebra of \M <g> si. 
Proof. We can assume that M acts on a separable Hilbert space ffl in standard form and si 
is countably decomposable. Then there is a *-isomorphism from si onto Z,°°(Q,^) with jU a 
probability Radon measure on some compact space Q.. To the *-isomorphism si —> L°°(Q,ju) 
corresponds canonically a *-isomorphism O from the von Neumann algebra SB {iff'}® si onto 
Z,°°(Q,ju;^(Jf)). Note that ®(^®si)((Q) = Jt and <&{JV®s/)(a>) = JV for almost all 
co G Q. Let U 6 JZ®si be a unitary operator such that U{Jf®si)lJ* — Ji®si. Then 
0(£/) = t/(to) such that f/(ffl) is a unitary operator in M for almost all ft) G Q. Because 
U(jY®si)U* =Jf®srf,sNQ have C/(©)^C/(co)* - o/K for almost all a) e &. Since <yK is 
singular in J£, U(co) G JY for almost all co G Q. Hence U £jV®si. • 
Note that for every Hilbert space J^, the von Neumann algebra M ®si ® 3@(J(?) is canon-
ically isomorphic to J% ®£%{J(f) ®si. We have the following corollary. 
Corollary 20.2. Let ^ be a separable von Neumann algebra and jY be a completely sin-
gular von Neumann subalgebra. If si is an abelian von Neumann algebra, then JY' ®si is a 
completely singular von Neumann subalgebra of M <g> si. 
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Theorem 20.3. Let ^ be a separable von Neumann algebra, and let jV be a completely 
singular von Neumann subalgebra. Then JY' ®Jj? is completely singular in ^®J£ for every 
separable von Neumann algebra J£. 
Proof. We can assume that J{ and Jz? act on separable Hilbert spaces M' and Jf in standard 
form, respectively. Let 0 be in Aut(./K'<g) i f ' ) such that 9(X®Z) = X®Z for allX G Jt1 and 
Z G if'. Let st be the center of if'. Then 
(c/^if'yno^'^if') = (^(^)®^)n(^'®if') 
= ( ^ ( ^ ) n> " ) ® ( i f nj^') 
= JY'®srf. 
So for 7 e ^'®srf and Z G ££', T{I^%Z) = (1^®Z)T and Q(T)Q{I^®Z) = 0(7^® 
Z)0(r) . Since 0 ( / ^®Z) =Ijg>®Z, 6(T)(Ije>®Z) = (7#><g>Z)0(7'). This implies that 0(7") G 
«/K'<g>,s/. So 0 e Aut(«yK'®^) when 0 is restricted on ^ K ' ® ^ such that 0(X<g>Z) =X<g>Z 
f o r a l l Z G ^ # ' a n d Z G i / . 
Consider the standard representation 0 of ^ on a separable Hilbert space Jfj. Then 
0 ( J ^ ) ' = </>(^). By Corollary 4.2, ./K <g> </> (,c$0 is completely singular in J(®§{$$). On 
jr®je[, ( « ^ ® 0 ( ^ ) ) ' - Jf'®ty{s!) and ( ^ ® 0 ( ^ ) ) ' = ^ T ' ( i 0 ( ^ ) . Note that 0i = 
{id®<$>)-e-{id®<$>-{) € A u t ( ^ ' ® 0 ( ^ ) ) and 0i (^®Z') = (/tf<§0) • 0(*<8> 0 - I(Z')) = 
(/</<§ 0)(Z®(/)-1(Z')=XOZ' for a l l X G ^ ' and Z'€$(&*). By Theorem 19.1, 0j (y<g>Z') = 
7 ® Z' for all F e i " and Z' G 0(*f). This implies that 0(7 ® </rJ (Z')) = 7 <g> ^ _ 1 (Z') for 
all F G ^ f ' andZ' G </)(*/). Let Z' = / ^ . Then 6(Y ® Ij?) = Y ® Ij? for all 7 6 JY'. Hence 
0(7 ®Z) = 7<g>Z for all 7 G ^ K' and Z G if'. By Theorem 19.1, JY ®££ is completely 
singular in ^# ® if. D 
20.2 Tensor product with singular subfactor 
Theorem 20.4. Let ^ - be a separable von Neumann algebra and JYI be a completely singular 
von Neumann subalgbebra of ^ , i = 1,2. If JV\ is a factor, then JV\®JYI is completely 
singular in M\ <8>^ #2-
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Proof. We can assume that J{\ and J{2 act on separable Hilbert space 3%{ and ffl2 in standard 
form, respectively. Let 6 be in A u t ^ ' ® ^ ' ) such that d(X\ <g>X2) = X\ ®X2 for all^i G Jt{ 
and^2 € M2. 




Since ^ is completely singular in ^#2 and 0(7^ 0X2) = 1^ ®X2 for all X2 G #^2'> (^-Ofi ® 
F2) = / ^ ® r2 for all Y2 G ^  by Theorem 19.1. Therefore, d(X{®Y2)=Xx® Y2 for all 
X\ G ^f/ and Y2 G ^ ' . By Theorem 4.3, J/[ ®Jt2 is completely singular in Jt\ ®J£2. Since 
Q{XX ® 72) = Xi ® 72 for all Xi G ^  and Y2 G «/*£', by Theorem 3.1, 6(Y{ ® F2) = fi ® F2 
for all Y\ G ^ ' and Y2 G o^'. By Theorem 19.1 again, JV\®JV2 is completely singular in 
J{\®J{2. D 
Combining Theorem 20.4 and Corollary 17.2, we obtain the following corollary, which 
generalizes Corollary 4.4 of [40], 
Corollary 20.5. IfJV\ is a singular subfactor of a type \l\ factor J%\ and JV2 is a completely 
singular von Neumann subalgebra of M2, then JV\®JV2 is completely singular in ^ \ ®^2. 
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PART IV 
TENSOR PRODUCTS OF MAXIMAL 





In [24], Murray and von Neumann introduced and studied a family of factors of type II] 
very closely related to matrix algebras. Murray and von Neumann called these factors ap-
proximately finite since they are the ultraweak closure of the ascending union of a family of 
finite-dimensional self-adjoint subalgebras. They proved that all "approximately finite" factors 
of type Hi are * isomorphic. Since these factors are finite, J. Dixmier [3] considered the term 
"approximately finite" inappropriate and called them hyperfinite. However, for infinite factors 
possessing the same property, the term "hyperfinite" is also inappropriate. So later on the name 
approximately finite dimensional (AFD) was introduced for these factors. 
A von Neumann algebra 23 acting on a Hilbert space 3*P is called infective if there is a norm 
one projection from &(Jf?), the algebra of all bounded linear operators on Jt?, onto 23. Since 
the intersection of a decreasing sequence of injective algebras is injective, and the commutant 
of an injective algebra is injective, every AFD factor is injective. In [2], A. Connes proved that 
a separable injective von Neumann algebra (von Neumann algebra with separable predual) is 
approximately finite dimensional. As a corollary, this shows that the hyperfinite type II] factor 
8% is the unique separable injective factor of type IIj. The proof of connes' result is so deep 
and rich in ideas and techniques that it remains a basic resource in the subject. 
Compared with injective factors, non-injective factors (even non-injective type II] factors) 
are far from being understood. A standard method of investigation in the study of general 
factors is to study the injective von Neumann subalgebras of these factors. Along this line, 
we have R. Kadison's question (Problem 7 in [18]): Does each self-adjoint operator in a IIi 
factor lie in some hyperfinite subfactor? Since every separable abelian von Neumann algebra is 
generated by a single self-adjoint operator, Kadison's question has an equivalent form: Is each 
separable abelian von Neumann algebra of a II] factor contained in some hyperfinite subfactor? 
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This problem was answered in the negative in a remarkable paper [27] by S. Popa. In [27], 
Popa showed that if Jzf (F„) is the type II i factor associated with the left regular representation 
A of the free group F„ on n generators, 2 < n < °°, and a is one of the generators of ¥„, then 
the abelian von Neumann subalgebra generated by the unitary A (a) is a maximal injective von 
Neumann subalgebra of Jzf (F„). So quite surprisingly, a diffuse abelian von Neumann algebra 
can be embedded in a type IIi factor as a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra! 
Popa raised the following question in [27]: If ^#i,^#2 are type Hi factors and 531 C 
•^i,2$2 C ^2 are maximal injective von Neumann subalgebras, is 53i®532 maximal injec-
tive in Jt\ ®Jt-fl He also asked if this is true when we assume that 531 = Jt\ is the hyperfinite 
Hi factor. This question, if answered in the affirmative, would considerably enlarge our class 
of examples. 
For partial results on Popa's question, we refer to [13, 41, 35]. In this Part we will develop 
a new approach to deal with Popa's question, which enables us to answer Popa's question 
affirmatively in a very general setting. Our main result is the following. Let M\ be a von 
Neumann algebra, and 53; be a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of J%-„ i = 1,2. If 
M\ has separable predual and the center of 531 is atomic, e.g., 531 is a factor, then 53i<§>532 is 




22.1 Injective von Neumann algebras 
A conditional expectation E from a von Neumann algebra J% onto a von Neumann subalgebra 
jY is apositive, linear mapping such that ^,{S\TSi) = S\E(J')S% for all S\, Sj \njV and all T in 
J$. J. Tomiyama [42] showed that an idempotent of norm 1 from M onto jV is a conditional 
expectation. A von Neumann algebra 25 acting on a Hilbert space dtf is called injective if there 
is a conditional expectation from £${3tf) onto 25. If 25 is a von Neumann subalgebra of a von 
Neumann algebra ^ and 25 is injective, there is a conditional expectation from Jt onto 25. 
Let 25 be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space 3tf'. Then 25 is injective if 
and only if the commutant 25 of 25 is injective. Recall that if E is a projection in 25, then 
the reduced von Neumann algebra of 25 with respect to E is the algebra 25g — E*BE. If 25 is 
injective and E is a conditional expectation from £%(Jff) onto 25, then E induces a conditional 
expectation EE from 38{EJff) onto 25£ by EE{T) = E{ETE) for any T e 3S{EJlf). Thus 25£ 
is an injective von Neumann algebra. 
22.2 Maximal injective von Neumann subalgebras 
Let ^# be a von Neumann algebra. A von Neumann subalgebra 25 of ^# is called maximal 
injective if it is injective and if it is maximal with respect to inclusion in the set of all injective 
von Neumann subalgebras of ^ . If {25«} is a family of injective von Neumann subalgebras 
of ^ which is inductively ordered by inclusion, then the weak operator closure of \Ja 25a is an 
injective von Neumann subalgebra of ^ which contains all 25«. By Zorn's lemma, maximal 
injective von Neumann subalgebras of M exist. 
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If jtft is a separable type II i factor, then J£ contains a hyperfinite subfactor !% such that 
£% fl J( = CI (Corollary 4.1 of [26]). If 05 is a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra 
of JZ which contains £&, then 03 n ^ # C ^ n ^ # = CI. In particular, 05 is an injective factor. 
By [2], 05 is hyperfinite. So every separable type II i factor contains a hyperfinite subfactor as 
a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra. 
In [27], Popa exhibited concrete examples of maximal injective von Neumann subalgebras 
of type II] factors. Popa showed that if j£?(F„) is the type IIi factor associated with the left 
regular representation A of the free group F„ on n (2 < n < °°) generators, and if a is one of 
the generators of F„, then the abelian von Neumann algebra generated by the unitary X{a) is 
a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of Jz?(F„). In [11], Ge showed that each non-
atomic injective von Neumann algebra with separable predual is maximal injective in its free 
product with any von Neumann algebra associated with a countable discrete group. Note that 
any maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of a type Hi factor must be non-atomic. 
If 05 is a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of ^#, then 03 is singular in J%, i.e., 
its normalizers in M are unitary elements in 03. Indeed, if U is a unitary element in M and 
U*BU* — 05, then the von Neumann subalgebra of Jt generated by 03 and U is also injective. 
Since 05 is maximal injective in M, U <E 05. In particular, it follows that 03 fl^f C 03. Let 3? 
be the center of 03. We have 2f C 03' n Jt C 03' n 05 = J°, which implies that 2? = 05' n J(. 
We summarize these facts in the following lemma. 
Lemma 22.1. Let 05 be a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of \M'. Then 05 is 
singular in ^ . In particular, 2? = 03 ("103 = 03 fl M. 
22.3 Minimal injective von Neumann algebra extensions 
Let JV be a von Neumann algebra. An injective von Neumann algebra 21 is called a minimal 
injective von Neumann algebra extension of JV if 21 D Jf and if 21 is minimal with respect to 
inclusion in the set of all injective von Neumann algebras which contain Jf. 
Let ^ be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space 3^ and 03 be a maximal 
injective von Neumann subalgebra of ^#. Then 05 , the commutant of 05, is a minimal injective 
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von Neumann algebra extension of Jl'. Indeed, if if' is an injective von Neumann algebra 
such that J£ C i f C 23 , then i f = (if ) is an injective von Neumann algebra such that 
23 C i f C Ji', Since 2? is a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of Ji', 2? = if'. By 
von Neumann's double commutant theorem [45], 23 = i f . 
Let 21 be a minimal injective von Neumann algebra extension of a von Neumann algebra 
JV. Let cp be a faithful normal representation of 21 on a Hilbert space J^ . Then (<p(2l)) is 
a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of ((p{<sV)) . Indeed, if i f is an injective von 
Neumann algebra such that (<p(2t))' C if' C (<p(^))', then (p(jV) C i f C 9(21) and ^f is 
injective. Thus JV C (p~~x{J£) C 21 and <p~'(if) is injective. Since 21 is a minimal injective 
von Neumann algebra extension of JY, ip"1 (if) — 21. Hence Ji£ = (p(2t) and ££' = (<p(2l))'. 
In [14], U. Haagerup proved that any von Neumann algebra is *-isomorphic to a von Neu-
mann algebra J£ on a Hilbert space J2f, such that there is a conjugate linear, isometric involu-
tion J of M3 and a self-dual cone 3d in ^ with the properties: 
1. J ^ J = J£ , 
2. JZ7 = Z*, for Z in the center of Jt, 
4. XJXJ{&>) C ^ for a l l ^ G J(. 
A quadruple (^#, J2f, J, ^ ) satisfying the conditions 1-4 is called a standard form of the von 
Neumann algebra ^f. Recall that a von Neumann algebra Ji acting on a Hilbert space ffl is 
said to be standard if there exists a conjugation J: JF —> Jf , such that the mapping X —> JX*J 
is a * anti-isomorphism from Ji onto Jt. If .^f is standard on Jf, we can choose J and ^ 
in J2f, such that (^#, J f ,J, ^ ) is a standard form (cf [14], Theorem 1.1). Let J/ be standard 
on Jif, and 0 be a *-automorphism of Jt, then there is a unitary operator £/ on ffl such that 
0(X) = UXU* for a l l * G <^ f (cf [14], Theorem 3.2). 
The following lemma, which is of independent interest, is a key lemma. 
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Lemma 22.2. Let JY be a von Neumann algebra and %be a minimal infective von Neumann 
algebra extension of' JV'. If0 G Aut($l) (the group of all ^-automorphisms q/" 21) satisfies 
6{X) = Xfor allX G JV, then 0(7) = 7for all 7 G 21. 
Proof. We can assume that 21 is standard on a Hilbert space Jf. Then there is a unitary operator 
U € SB{3^) such that 0(7) = UYU* for all 7 € 21. Since for all X G JV we have d(X) = X, 
UXU* =X. Thus, U e JY'. Define 0'(7') = UY'U* for Y' G St'. Note that for all 7 G 21,7' G Si', 
0'(7')0(7) = 0(7)0'(7'). Since 0(21) - 21, d'(Y') G St' for all Y' G 2l', i.e., C/Sl't/* C Si'. 
Note that 6~\Y) — U*YU is also a *-isomorphism of 21. Same arguments as above show that 
U*%'U C 2l'. So i/Sl't/* = 2t'. This implies that 1/ € JV' is in the normalizer of 2l'. Note 
that St' is maximal injective in ^ ' . By Lemma 22.1, U G St'. So 0(7) = (/7£/* = 7 for all 
7e2i. • 
Corollary 22.3. 7/"25 is a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of^, then 25 is com-
pletely singular in ^ . 
Proof. We can assume that ^# acts on 3^ in standard form. Then 25' is a minimal injective 
von Neumann algebra extension of Jt'. Let 0 G Aut(25') such that d(X) = X for all X e JZ'. 
Then 0(7) = 7 for all 7 G 25' by Lemma 22.2. By Theorem 19.1, 25 is completely singular in 
Jt. • 
Lemma 22.4. 7/21 is a minimal injective von Neumann algebra extension of a von Neumann 
algebra JY , and P, Q are non-zero central projections in 21 such that PQ = 0, then there does 
not exist a ^isomorphism § from 2tp onto 2lg such that <j>(PX) — QXfor allX <E JY. 
Proof. Otherwise, assume 0 is a ""-isomorphism from 2lp onto 2tg such that (p (PX) — QX for 
aWXeJY. For any Ye?[,Y = PY + QY + (I-P-Q)Y. Define 0 from 2t to 21 by: 0(7) = 
(j)(PY) + (j)"i (QY) + (I — P — Q)Y. Since P, Q are mutually orthogonal central projections in 21 
and (j> is a *-isomorphism from 2lp onto 2lg, 9 G Aut($l). Note that for any X € J/, Q(X) = 
<1>(PX) + <p-] {QX) + (I - P - Q)X = QX + PX + (I - P - Q)X = X. Since 21 is a minimal 
injective von Neumann algebra extension of jV, by Lemma 22.2, 0(7) = 7 for all 7 G 21. 
Therefore, P' = d(P) — (j)(P) = 2 . Now we have P = PQ = 0. This contradicts the assumption 
that P ^ 0. • 
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Corollary 22.5. Let % be a minimal injective von Neumann algebra extension of a von Neu-
mann algebra JV , and P, Q be central projections in 21. If there is a ^-isomorphism <j> from 2l/> 
onto 2t2 such that (j> (PX) = QX for all Xe^, then P = Q and 0 (PY) = PY for all Y G 21. 
Proof. Suppose P ^ Q. Let R = PQ. Without loss of generality, we can assume that P\ — 
P-R> 0. Let Q\ = 6(P\) < Q. Then P\, Q\ are non-zero central projections in 21 and P\Q\ = 
Q\P\ = 0. Since 0 is a *-isomorphism from 2lp onto 2tg, </> induces a *-isomorphism \j/ from 
2l/>, onto 2lGl such that v ( W = <\>{P\Y) for all 7 G 21. Since for any 1 6 ^ , y{P\X) = 
<t>(P\X) = <p(Pi)<p(PX) = QiQX= QXX. This contradicts Lemma 22.4. Thus P = Q. Define 
0(7) = (j)(PY) + (I- P)Y, then 6 G /!«/(2I) and 6(X) = X for any 1 6 / . Since 21 is a 
minimal injective von Neumann algebra extension of JY, by Lemma 22.2, 0(Y) — Y for all 
Y G 21. Hence, P7 = 0 (P7) = 0 (PY) for all 7 G 21. D 
22.4 Maximal injective subfactors 
In [8], B. Fuglede and Kadison established the existence of maximal hyperfinite subfactors of 
a type II] factor. Since a separable type II) factor is injective if and only if it is hyperfinite, 
a subfactor of a separable type II i factor is a maximal injective subfactor if and only if it is a 
maximal hyperfinite subfactor. Therefore, every separable type IIi factor has maximal injective 
subfactors. 
The following lemmas show the relation between maximal injective von Neumann subal-
gebras and maximal injective subfactors. 
Lemma 22.6. Let ^ be a factor, and let & be a maximal injective subfactor of ^ . Then 8% is 
a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of M if and only if£% is irreducible in M, i.e, 
$n^ = ci. 
Proof If ^ is a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of ^C, then by Lemma 1.1, the 
center 2? of <% is $ D J£. Since ^ is a factor, $ n JZ = CI. Conversely, suppose $ D Jt = 
CI. For any injective von Neumann algebra 53 such that f C ! 8 C M, we have 23 H 03 C 
!% C\J% = CI. Therefore, 23 is an injective subfactor of M. Since 3% is a maximal injective 
subfactor of Jl, 2% = 03. D 
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Lemma 22.7. Let ^ be a factor, and let 23 be a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra 
of' Jt'. Let 2£ be the center of%$. Assume that ^ is atomic and P\,Pi,--- , are minimal 
projections in £f such that Y,Pi = /. Then 23; = 23/> is a maximal injective subfactor of \dtpi 
such that 23) n Jip-t = CPjfor all i. 
Proof. Since JT is atomic and P\,Pi,--- , are minimal projections in 2f, 23; is a subfactor of 
J%Pr Since 23 is injective, 23; is injective. If J£j is an injective von Neumann algebra such that 
23; C J£i C J£pn then 231 © • • • ©J^ © • • • is an injective von Neumann subalgebra of M such 
that 23C23i©-- -©J^©-- -C J{. Since 23 is a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra 
of Jt, 23 = 23i©---© =£;©•••. This implies that 23; = ££[. So 23; is a maximal injective von 
Neumann subalgebra of ^pr Since 23; is a factor, 23; is irreducible in ^p.t by Lemma 22.6. • 
22.5 On tensor products of von Neumann algebras 
In [13], Ge and Kadison proved the following basic theorem for tensor products of von Neu-
mann algebras. 
Ge-Kadison's Splitting Theorem If J£\ is a factor and Jti is a von Neumann algebra, and 
j % is a von Neumann subalgebra of ^\®^2 which contains ^\®CI, then J% = M\®JVI 
for some JY2, a von Neumann subalgebra of\Jti. 
The slice-map technique of Tomiyama [43] plays a key role in the proof of Ge-Kadison's 
splitting theorem. Let ^ \ and ^#2 be von Neumann algebras. With p in {J%\)# (the pred-
ual of ^#1), <7 in (J%2)# and T G J£\®^i%, the mapping a —> (p(g>o)(T) is a bounded linear 
functional on {j%2)#, hence, an element *¥p(T) in ^2- Symmetrically, we construct an oper-
ator <J>CT(T) in „#i. The mappings *Fp and Off are referred to as slice mappings (of M\®^2 
onto ^#2 and ^ \ corresponding to p and a, respectively). Tomiyama's Slice Mapping Theo-
rem [43] says that if JV\ and J/2 are von Neumann subalgebras of ^ \ and JZ2, respectively, 
and T G JZ\®JZ2, then T G J/\®J/2 if and only if O a ( r ) G Jr\ and 4^(7) G J/2 for each 
a G ( ^ ) # and p e {JZ\)#. For a generalization of Ge-Kadison's splitting theorem, we refer 
to [41]. 
The following lemma is well-known. 
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Lemma 22.8. If^\, JY\ are von Neumann algebras acting on a Hilbert space J4?, and^2 > <^2 
are von Neumann algebras acting on a Hilbert space <%', then ^M\®^2) fl {JV\ ®</f,i') = 
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CHAPTER 23 
INDUCED CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
Lemma 23.1. Let ^ be a von Neumann algebra and ££ ,JY be von Neumann subalgebras of 
^ such that £€ C jY. If E is a conditional expectation from ^ onto jY, then E induces a 
conditional expectation from J£"C\J% onto ££' f~l JY . 
Proof. VS € ££' <r\Jt and T e ££, ST = TS. Apply the conditional expectation E to both sides 
of ST = TS and note that ££ C jY. We have E(S)T = rE(5). Thus E{S) e^'D^Y. Since 
if ' n c/f C if ' n ^f, E is a conditional expectation from if ' fl ^# onto ££' V\JY when E is 
restricted on if ' n ^#. D 
The following is another key lemma. 
Lemma 23.2. Let 21/ be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space 3%\, and jYjbea von 
Neumann subalgebra ofQlj, i — 1,2. Let 21 be a von Neumann algebra such that JY\®JYI Q 
21 C 2li®2l2. If there is a conditional expectation E from 2li<8>2l2 onto 21, then E induces a 
conditional expectation from (<y '^n2li)<8)2l2 onto ((t/f/i/n2li)®2l2)n2l. 
Proof ByLemma22.8, (2li®2l2)n(ty41®C/)' = (2l i®2t2)n( 1 yt i '^( j r ) ) = (^'n2t1)®2l2. 
By Lemma 23.1, E induces a conditional expectation from (^ 'n2 l i )®2l2 onto {{JV\ fl 
2ti)®2l2)n2t. D 
Corollary 23.3. Assume the conditions of Lemma 23.2 and JY\ D2li = CI. Let i% = {T G 
2I2 : /<8> T € 21}. 77?en E induces a conditional expectation from 2I2 onto ££2-
As an application of Lemma 23.2 and Corollary 23.3, we give a new proof of Ge-Kadison's 
splitting theorem in the case when M\ and M2 are finite. Let JY be a von Neumann alge-
bra such that M\®CI C ^ C J£\®^2- Then there is a normal conditional expectation E 
from J£\®^2 onto «yK. By Corollary 2.3, E induces a conditional expectation, denoted by 
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E2, from Jt2 onto Ji2 = {T G J£2\ I®T G Jf). Now for any 5" € JZ\, T G Ji2, we have 
E(5'<8)r) = S®E2(T) G ^ # 1 ® ^ . Since E is normal, JV = E ( ^ i ® ^ 2 ) C ^ i ® ^ . Since 
,/f D Jt\®J/j, J/ = ^#i®^2. 
As another application of Lemma 23.2 and Corollary 23.3, we give a new proof of Theorem 
6.7 of [41]. 
Lemma 23.4. Let si be an abelian von Neumann algebra, and 2l2 be a minimal injective von 
Neumann algebra extension of a von Neumann algebra jV. Suppose 2l2 has separable predual. 
lf% is an injective von Neumann algebra such that si®jY C 21 C si®SH2, then 21 = si®%2. 
Proof. We can assume that si and 2t2 are von Neumann algebras acting on Hilbert spaces ffl 
and X, respectively, in standard form. Then si = si and J(f is a separable Hilbert space. 
By si®jV C 21 C ^®2l 2 , we have j ^ ® ^ ^ 2l' C si®jV'. Note that 2l'2 is a maximal 
injective von Neumann subalgebra of Ji'. By Lemma 6.6 of [S-Z], 21 = si®jV'. Therefore, 
21 = si®%2. • 
Lemma 23.4 is almost obvious in the case when si is atomic. If si is diffuse, it is natural 
to consider direct integrals. The proof of Lemma 6.6 of [41] is based on direct integrals. It 
would be interesting if there is a "global proof of Lemma 23.4. Is Lemma 23.4 true without 
the assumption that 2l2 has separable predual? 
Theorem 23.5. Let *$\ be an injective von Nuemann algebra and ^2 be a von Neumann 
algebra with separable predual. If*&2 is a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of sM2, 
then s%\ <8>232 is a maximal injective von Neumann subalgebra of s$\ ®^2. 
Proof. We can assume that M\ and Jl2 are von Neumann algebras acting on Hilbert spaces 
M' and Jf, respectively. Then X is a separable Hilbert space. Let si be the center of Jt\. 
Suppose 23 is an injective von Neumann algebra such that ^#i®*B2 C S C ^\®^2- Then 
we have Jtx®'!&1 D 53 D M[®^2. Since 93 is an injective von Neumann subalgebra of 
^fj'<g)232, there is a conditional expectation E from J£x&&2 onto 23 . By Lemma 23.2, E 
induces a conditional expectation from ,e/<g>232 onto 21 = (,c/(g>232) n 23 . So 21 is an injective 
von Neumann algebra such that ,s/<g)232 2 21 D si®J£2. Since 232 is a maximal injective 
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von Neumann subalgebra of ^#2, ^2 ^s a m r m m a l injective von Neumann algebra extension 
of J('v By Lemma 23.4, 21 = ^®«B'2. Thus C/<g>032 C 21 C 55'. So 03' = ^#,'®Q32 and 




Theorem 24.1. Let M\ be a von Neumann algebra, and 23; be a maximal injective von Neu-
mann subalgebra of^j, i = 1,2. If -M\ has separable predual and the center of%$ \ is atomic, 
then 231® 93 2 is maximal injective in M\®Mi. 
Proof. Let 23 be an injective von Neumann algebra such that 23j®232 Q 23 C J{\®Jt2. We 
can assume that J£\ and Mi are von Neumann algebras acting on Hilbert spaces J f and Jf, 
respectively. To prove the theorem, we need to show that 23 = 23i®232- Using Theorem 23.5, 
it is sufficient to prove that 23 C Jt\<&&2 and so, it is sufficient to prove that C/®232 C 23'. 
Denote srf = 231 nQ3i = Jt\ n23i, which is atomic, with the set of minimal projections 
{Pn\ n= 1,2,---}. Set a = 95'n(^®93'2) = (8 /n(^ I ' (§C/) / . Then a is injective and 
CI®Jt{ £ a ^ -^®^2 • 
Note that P„ (8)7 € 21' for every «. Since 23'2 is a minimal injective von Neumann algebra 
extension of ^ ^ we have 21 (P„ ®7) = P„ ® 232 for every n. Denote by Z„ the smallest projection 
in 3f{ty) satisfying Pn ® I < Z„. We get *-isomorphisms 0n : 232 —> 21Z„ uniquely determined 
by the formula 
e„(r)(P„ ®7) = fli ® I' for all Y € 232 . 
Since C/®^f2' C 21, it follows that 0„(X) = (7®X)Z„ for all X e JC'V 
So, for every n,m and all X € ^#2, we have Qn{X)Zm = Qm{X)Zn. Since 232 is a minimal 
injective von Neumann algebra extension of ^#2, by Corollary 22.5, the same formula holds 
for all Y E 23'2 and all n,m. This compatibility formula yields for every Y e 23'2 an element 
A e 21 such that AZn = 0„(F) for all n. In particular, A{Pn®I) =Pn®Y, i.e., v4 = 7® F. So, 
C/®23'2 C 21, ending the proof. • 
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